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Valid from 05/12/2022 (V.6.1 05/12/2022)

EVENT SELECTIONS DESCRIPTION

Soccer

Result
3-Way Odds (1X2) 1: home team wins

X: draw

2: away team wins

Predict the result of the regular time including stoppage time. Pre-match* € 30,000 Live betting € 10,000

Double Chance 1Χ: home team wins or draw

12: home team wins or away team wins

Χ2: away team wins or draw

Predict the result of the regular time including stoppage time by using a selection which 

includes 2 different outcomes.

Pre-match* € 30,000 Live betting € 10,000

Xth Half - 3-Way Odds  1: home team wins

X: draw

2: away team wins

Predict the result of the Xth half including stoppage time. Pre-match* € 20,000 Live betting € 10,000

General. 

Bet types are subject to changes. 

Notes: UNDER = LESS, OVER = MORE, Odd/Even: the score 0-0, zero corners, zero games etc. are always considered even, OT = ET overtime = extra time. The maximum payment limit is per Bet and in accordance with what is stated in our Company's regulations in 1.13. The maximum payout limit per slip is indicated on the bet slip. 

Asian Handicap (can be offered in various sports)

Asian handicap markets are alternative markets where you can place a bet on a team with a head advantage/disadvantage over the other team. For the bet to be considered won, the stated lead advantage/disadvantage must be covered by the outcome of the event. In the Asian Handicap there is no draw, so there are only two possible outcomes. Asian 

handicaps can be integers, decimals, or a combination of the two. Depending on the selection of each Asian handicap (0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.00 etc.), the amount you bet is divided into equal parts and placed as two different bets.

Example 1: In the match LIVERPOOL vs CHELSEA if you place a -0.5 Asian Handicap bet on LIVERPOOL (home team) vs CHELSEA (away team), this means that LIVERPOOL starts the game with a 0.5 goal deficit and must beat CHELSEA by at least one (1) goal difference (official result), in order for your bet to be settled as won.

Example 2: In the same match (LIVERPOOL vs CHELSEA), if you place a -0.25 Asian Handicap bet on LIVERPOOL (home team), then if LIVERPOOL wins (official result), the bet will be settled as won. In the event that the match ends in a draw (official result) the bet will be settled as half void and half lost and in the event that CHELSEA wins (official result) 

the bet will be settled as lost.

Example 3: In the same match (LIVERPOOL vs CHELSEA), if you place a -0.75 Asian Handicap bet on LIVERPOOL, then LIVERPOOL must win by at least two (2) goals for your bet to be settled as a winner. If LIVERPOOL wins by just one goal against CHELSEA then your bet will be settled as half won and half void. If the game ends in a draw or if CHELSEA 

wins (official result) then your bet will be settled as lost.

Asian Goals Over/Under

Asian Goal Over/Under markets are markets where you can bet on the total number of goals in a match or a half depending on the market options. Asian Over/Under can be integers, decimals, or combinations of the two. For each Asian Over/Under line (0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.00 etc.), the amount you bet is split equally and placed as two separate bets.

Example 1: If you place a bet on the 'Asian Over 2.25 Goals' market on the aforementioned LIVERPOOL vs CHELSEA match, then you need three (3) or more goals for your bet to be settled as a winner. If no goals are scored or only one goal is scored (official result) then your bet will be settled as lost. In the event that two (2) goals are scored (official 

result), then the bet will be settled as half void and half lost.

Example 2: In the same match (LIVERPOOL vs CHELSEA), if you place a bet on the 'Asian Under 1.75 goals' market, your bet will be settled as a win if not more than one (1) goal is scored (official result). However, if three (3) or more goals have been scored according to the official result, then your bet is lost. If the total goals are two (2) then your bet will 

be settled as half void and half lost.

In the event of a game being abandoned prior to its completion, then all bets will be settled as void, except those already judged and settled.

Asian Handicap, Live Betting

Live bets placed on the Asian Handicap markets will be settled based on the score for the remainder of the game or half time once the bet has been placed. The score at the time of placing a bet does not count towards the settlement of bets.

Example: If, in the 1st half of the match LIVERPOOL vs CHELSEA, the score is 1-0 and you place a bet on LIVERPOOL -0.5 (1-0), then the game must end with LIVERPOOL beating CHELSEA by at least two (2 ) goals difference (2-0, 3-0, 3-1, 4-2 etc.) for the bet to be won. Any other score means the bet will be settled as lost.

Asian Goals Over/Under, Live Betting

For the settlement of bets placed on Asian Goal Over/Under markets, the score counts from the start of the match.

Example: If, in the 1st half of a LIVERPOOL vs CHELSEA match, the score is 1-0 and you place a bet on Over 2.25 goals, then for your bet to win, three (3) or more goals must be scored in the match (eg 2-1, 1-2, 2-2 etc.). If the game ends with two (2) goals on aggregate then the bet will be settled as half lost and half void.

MAXIMUM PAYOUT 

MAXIMUM PAYOUT

The maximum payout is per Bet slip and according to 

what is indicated in the regulations of our Company in 

1.13 * For all the champioships of Armenia, Azerbaijan, 

Belarus, Estonia, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Latvia, 

Lithuania, Ouzbekistan, Serbia, Croatia, Bosnia, 

Montenegro, FYROM, Guatemala, El Salvador, 

Honduras, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Malaysia, Malta, 

Canada, Costa Rica, Cyprus, for the B Nationals and the 

Lower Categories of Greece, Turkey, Norway, Romania, 

Russia, Ukraine, Slovakia, Sweden, Switzerland, for the 

C Nationals and Lower Categories of Brazil, Italy, for the 

Conference North and South Football Championships 

and Lower Leagues of England, for all the football 

championships of South America except the A National, 

for all the football championships of Africa, and for all 

the friendly games, the maximum payout for all the 

types of pre-match bets with * is €10000 (ten thousand 

euros). 

Pre Match Live betting 

GENERAL RULES:                           

R1: Bookings: All bets regarding cards or punishment points are settled after the end of the game regardless if the bet was placed pre-match or live.

In case of a 2nd yellow card which leads to a red card 3 cards or/and 35 points or/and 3 bookings will be awarded, for example in a game player A is awarded a yellow card in 

the 30th minute and is then awarded a 2nd yellow card in the 80th minute which leads to a red card considering that no other cards were awarded then 3 cards or/and 35 

points or/and 3 bookings are allocated. Cards awarded to training staff and/or players who do not participate in the game at that moment, do not count for winnings settling 

purposes.

R2: Bets regarding goal scorers (except from bet type “Anytime Goalscorer”): in case the particular player does not participate in the match or in case the goal is scored 

before the player enters the game, the bet is considered to be void, even in case of combination bets.

R3: Bets regarding the minute or minute intervals when the goal will be scored: If the goal is scored in the X minute and 0-59 seconds then it will be considered that the bet 

was placed in the X+1 minute, e.g. if the goal was scored in the 27th minute and 34 seconds, then it will be considered that the goal was scored in the 28th minute.

R4: x,y,z,  correspond to variable values e.g. X halftime stands for 1st or 2nd halftime. In the bets which are offered there is clarification of what they refer to.

R5: The bet "Draw No Bet" refers always to the normal duration of the match expect if differently stated.

R6: The bets regarding the team which will score (first, last etc.), in the case of own goal this will count for the team which benefits from this.
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Xth Half - Double Chance 1Χ: home team wins or draw

12: home team wins or away team wins

Χ2: away team wins or draw

Predict the result of the  Xth half including stoppage time by using a selection which 

includes 2 different outcomes.

Pre-match* € 20,000 Live betting € 10,000

Team To Win The Rest Of The 

Match (X:X)

1: home team wins rest of the match

X: draw rest of the match

2: away team wins rest of the match

Predict which team will win the rest of the regular time including stoppage time considering 

that for betting purposes the score at time of bet is  0-0.

Pre-match* € 20,000 Live betting € 10,000

Team To Win The Rest of the Xth 

Half (X:X)

1: home team wins rest of the match

X: draw rest of the match

2: away team wins rest of the match

Predict which team will win the rest of the Xth Half time including stoppage time considering 

that for betting purposes the score at time of bet is  0-0.

Pre-match* € 20,000 Live betting € 10,000

3-Way Odds (Overtime) 1: home team wins 

X: draw

2: away team wins

Predict the result of the Overtime Pre-match* € 20,000 Live betting € 10,000

Xth Half - 3-Way Odds (Overtime) 1: home team wins 

X: draw

2: away team wins

Predict the result of the Xth Half of the Overtime including stoppage time.  Pre-match* € 20,000 Live betting € 10,000

First 10 Minutes - 3-Way 1: home team wins 

X: draw

2: away team wins

Predict the result of the first 10 minutes of the game. Pre-match* € 20,000 Live betting € 10,000

Halftime/Fulltime 1/1: first half home team wins, final result home team wins

1/X: first half home team wins, final result draw

1/2: first half home team wins, final result away team wins

X/X: first half draw, final result draw

X/1: first half draw, final result home team wins

X/2: first half draw, final result away team wins

2/2: first half away team wins, final result away team wins

2/1: first half away team wins, final result home team wins

2/X: first half away team wins, final result draw

Predict the 1st half result and final result together in the same bet. Pre-match* € 20,000 Live betting € 10,000

Draw No Bet 1: home team wins

2: away team wins

Predict the result of the regular time including stoppage time. In case of a draw the 

selections for the specific bet will be considered as void and returned (if single bet) or 

calculated with odds 1.00 (if system or multibet).

Pre-match* € 20,000 Live betting € 10,000

Xth Half - Draw No Bet 1: home team wins

2: away team wins

Predict the result of the Xth Half time including stoppage time. In case of a draw the 

selections for the specific bet will be considered as void and returned (if single bet) or 

calculated with odds 1.00 (if system or multibet).

Pre-match* € 20,000 Live betting € 10,000

Home No Bet X: draw

2: away team wins                       

Predict the result of the regular time including stoppage time. In case of a win for the home 

team the selections for the specific bet are considered void and are returned or calculated 

as 1.00.

Pre-match* € 20,000 Live betting € 10,000

Away No Bet 1: home team wins

X: draw

Predict the result of the regular time including stoppage time. In case of a win for the away 

team the selections for the specific bet are considered void and are returned or calculated 

as 1.00.

Pre-match* € 20,000 Live betting € 10,000

Combination Bets
 3-Way Odds + Totals X 1 & Under: home team to win and less than X goals will be scored

1 & Over: home team to win and more than X goals will be scored

X & Under: draw and less than X goals will be scored

X & Over: draw and more than X goals will be scored

2 & Under: away team to win and less than X goals will be scored

2 & Over: away team to win and more than X goals will be scored

Predict the result of the regular time including stoppage time combined with whether less or 

more than X goals will be scored.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Xth Half - 3-Way Odds + Totals X 1 & Under: home team to win and less than X goals will be scored

1 & Over: home team to win and more than X goals will be scored

X & Under: draw and less than X goals will be scored

X & Over: draw and more than X goals will be scored

2 & Under: away team to win and less than X goals will be scored

2 & Over: away team to win and more than X goals will be scored

Predict the result of the Xth Half time including stoppage time combined with whether less 

or more than X goals will be scored.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Halftime/Fulltime + Goals All Halftime/Fulltime combinations with Goals Predict the 1st half and full-time result including stoppage time, combined with how many 

goals will be scored in the regular time including stoppage time.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

3-Way Odds + Goals All 3-Way Odds combinations with Goals Predict the result of the regular time including stoppage time, combined with how many 

goals will be scored in the regular time including stoppage time.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000
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3-Way Odds  + Both Teams to 

Score   

1 & yes: home team to win and both teams to score

X & yes: draw and both teams to score

2 & yes: away team to win and both teams to score

1 & no: home team to win and the away team not to score

X & no: draw and both teams not to score

2 & no: away team to win and the home team not to score

Predict which team will win in the regular time including stoppage time combined with 

whether both teams will score or at least one of them will not.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Xth Half - 3-Way Odds + Both 

Teams to Score

1 & yes: home team to win and both teams to score

X & yes: draw and both teams to score

2 & yes: away team to win and both teams to score

1 & no: home team to win and the away team not to score

X & no: draw and both teams not to score

2 & no: away team to win and the home team not to score

Predict which team will win in the xth Half time including stoppage time combined with 

whether both teams will score or at least one of them will not.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Team To Qualify + How Will The 

Match Be Decided

1 & RT: home team to qualify in the regular time

1 & OT: home team to qualify in the overtime 

1 & PEN: home team to qualify in the penalties

2 & RT: away team to qualify in the regular time

2 & OT: away team to qualify in the over time

2 & PEN: away team to qualify in the penalties    

Predict which team will qualify combined with whether the qualification will be decided in 

the regular time, overtime or in the penalty shootout.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Penalty Shootout - 2-Way Odds + 

Total Penalties Scored

1 & Under: Under: home team to win and Total Penalties scored

2 & Under: away team to win and Total Penalties scored

1 & Over: home team to win and Total Penalties scored

2 & Over: away team to win and more than X goals will be scored

Predict which team will win the penalties combined with how many penalties will be scored. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Halftime/Fulltime + Totals All Halftime/Fulltime combinations together with the under and over Totals Predict the 1st half and full-time result including stoppage time, combined with whether less 

or more than X goals will be scored in the regular time including stoppage time.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Halftime/Fulltime + Χth Half Totals All Halftime/Fulltime combinations together with Χth Half Totals Predict the 1st half and full-time result including stoppage time, combined with whether less 

or more than X goals will be scored in the Xth Half.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Double Chance + Totals 1X & Under: home team wins or draw and under X goals

12 & Under: home team or away team win and under X goals

X2 & Under: away team wins or draw and under X goals

1X & Over: home team wins or draw and over x goals

12 & Over: home team or away team win and over X goals

X2 & Over: away team wins or draw and over X goals

Predict the result of the regular time including stoppage time by using a selection which 

includes 2 different outcomes combined with whether less or more than X goals will be 

scored in the regular time including stoppage time. 

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Double Chance + Total Goals 2+ 1X & 2+: home team wins or draw and 2 or more goals scored

12 & 2+: home team or away team win and 2 or more goals scored

X2 & 2+: away team wins or draw and 2 or more goals scored

Predict the double chance result (by using a selection which includes 2 different outcomes) 

and if 2 goals or more goals will be scored in total, in the regular time including stoppage 

time.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Double Chance + Both Teams To 

Score

1X & Yes: home team wins or draw and both teams will score

12 & Yes: home team or away team win and both teams will score

X2 & Yes: away team wins or draw and both teams will score

1X & No: home team wins or draw and at least one of the teams will not score 

12 & No: home team or away team win and at least one of the teams will not score  

X2 & No: away team wins or draw and at least one of the teams will not score 

Predict the double chance result (by using a selection which includes 2 different outcomes) 

and if both teams will score or not, in the regular time including stoppage time.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Xth Half - Double Chance + Both 

Teams Score

1X & Yes: home team wins or draw and both teams will score

12 & Yes: home team or away team win and both teams will score

X2 & Yes: away team wins or draw and both teams will score

1X & No: home team wins or draw and at least one of the teams will not score 

12 & No: home team or away team win and at least one of the teams will not score  

X2 & No: away team wins or draw and at least one of the teams will not score 

Predict the result of the Xth half double chance (by using a selection which includes 2 

different outcomes) and if both teams will score or not in the Xth half

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Double Chance (Match) + Xth Half 

Both Teams To Score

1X & Yes: home team wins or draw and both teams will score

12 & Yes: home team or away team win and both teams will score

X2 & Yes: away team wins or draw and both teams will score

1X & No: home team wins or draw and at least one of the teams will not score 

12 & No: home team or away team win and at least one of the teams will not score  

X2 & No: away team wins or draw and at least one of the teams will not score 

Predict the double chance result (by using a selection which includes 2 different outcomes) 

of the regular time including stoppage time and if both teams will score or not, in the Xth 

half including stoppage time.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Both Teams To Score + Totals Yes & Under: both teams to score and under X goals  

Yes & Over: both teams to score and over X goals 

No & Under: both teams not to score and under X goals

No & Over: both teams not to score and over X goals 

Predict if both teams will score or not, in the regular time including stoppage time combined 

with whether less or more than X goals will be scored.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000
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First Team To Score + Time Of 

First Goal 

1 & 27-: home team will score first and first goal will be scored between 0 to 27 minutes

1 & 28+: home team will score first and first goal will be scored after the 28th minute

2 & 27-: away team will score first and first goal will be scored between 0 to 27 minutes

2 & 28+: away team will score first and first goal will be scored after the 28th minute

No goal:  no goal will be scored

Predict which team will score the first goal and when the first goal will be scored in the 

regular time including stoppage time.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

First Team To Score + 3-Way Home & Home: home team will score first and win

Home & Draw: home team will score first and draw

Home & Away: home team will score first and the away team will win

Away & Home: away team will score first and the home team will win

Away & Draw: away team will score and draw

Away & Away: away team will score first and win

No Goal: no goal will be scored 

Predict which team will score first combined with the result of the regular time including 

stoppage time.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Next Goalscorer and 3-Way Odds Goalscorer & 1

Goalscorer & Χ                                                                                                        Goalscorer & 2                                                                

Predict Next Goalscorer combined with the result of the regular time including stoppage 

time.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Next Goalscorer and Correct 

Score

Goalscorer & Correct Score Predict Next Goalscorer combined with the Correct Score of the regular time including 

stoppage time.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Anytime Goalscorer and 3-Way 

Odds

Goalscorer & 1

Goalscorer & Χ                                                                                                        Goalscorer & 2                                                                

Predict Anytime Goalscorer combined with the result of the regular time including stoppage 

time.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Anytime Goalscorer and Correct 

Score

Goalscorer & Correct Score Predict Anytime Goalscorer combined with the Correct Score of the regular time including 

stoppage time.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Totals Under: less than X goals will be scored

Over: more than X goals will be scored

Predict if less or more than X goals will be scored in the regular time including stoppage 

time.

Pre-match € 30,000 Live betting € 10,000

Xth Half – Totals Under: less than X goals will be scored

Over: more than X goals will be scored

Predict if less or more than X goals will be scored in the Xth half including stoppage time Pre-match* € 20,000 Live betting € 10,000

Asian Totals Under: less than X goals will be scored

Over: more than X goals will be scored 

Predict if less or more than X goals will be scored in the regular time including stoppage 

time.

Pre-match* € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Xth Half - Asian Totals Under: less than X goals will be scored

Over: more than X goals will be scored 

Predict if less or more than X goals will be scored in the Xth half including stoppage time Pre-match* € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Totals Home Team Under: less than X goals will be scored

Over: more than X goals will be scored 

Predict if the home team will score less or more than X goals in the regular time including 

stoppage time

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Xth Half - Totals Home Team Under: less than X goals will be scored

Over: more than X goals will be scored 

Predict if less or more than X goals will be scored by the home team in the Xth half including 

stoppage time.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Totals Away Team Under: less than X goals will be scored

Over: more than X goals will be scored 

Predict if the away team will score less or more than X goals in the regular time including 

stoppage time.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Xth Half - Totals Away Team Under: less than X goals will be scored

Over: more than X goals will be scored 

Predict if less or more than X goals will be scored by the away team in the Xth half including 

stoppage time.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Totals (Overtime) Under: under X goals will be scored

Over: over X goals will be scored 

Predict if less or more than X goals will be scored in the overtime including stoppage time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Penalty Shootout - Total (Scored) 

X

Under: under X goals will be scored in Penalty Shootout

Over: over X goals will be scored Penalty Shootout

Predict if less or more than X goals will be scored by the two teams in the Penalty Shootout. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Penalty Shootout - Total (Scored) 

X Home Team

Under: under X goals will be scored in Penalty Shootout

Over: over X goals will be scored Penalty Shootout

Predict if less or more than X goals will be scored by the Home team in the Penalty 

Shootout.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Penalty Shootout - Total (Scored) 

X Away Team

Under: under X goals will be scored in Penalty Shootout

Over: over X goals will be scored Penalty Shootout

Predict if less or more than X goals will be scored by the Away team in the Penalty 

Shootout.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Goals Home Team 0: home team will not score

1: home team to sxore 1 goal

2: home team to score 2 goals

3+: home team to score 3 or more goals

Predict how many goals the home team will score in the regular time including stoppage 

time.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

 Goals
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Xth Half - Goals Home Team 0: home team will not score any goals

1: home team to score 1 goal

2: home team to score 2 goals

3+: home team to score 3 or more goals

Predict how many goals the home team will score in the Xth half including stoppage time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Goals Away Team 0: The away team will not score

1: The away team scores 1 goal

2: The away team scores 2 goals

3+: The away team scores 3 or more goals

Predict how many goals the away team will score in the regular time including stoppage 

time.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Xth Half - Goals Away Team 0: away team will not score any goals

1: away team to score 1 goal

2: away team to score 2 goals

3+: away team to score 3 or more goals

Predict how many goals the away team will score in the Xth half including stoppage time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Multigoals Choose from various selections Predict how many goals will be scored in the regular time including stoppage time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Xth Half - Multigoals Choose from various selections Predict how many goals will be scored in the Xth half including stoppage time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Multigoals Hometeam Choose from various selections Predict how many goals the home team will score in the regular time including stoppage 

time.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Multigoals Awayteam Choose from various selections Predict how many goals the away team will score in the regular time including stoppage 

time.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Goals Select from the following options:

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 1+, 2+, 3+, 4+, 5+, 6+, 7+, 0-1, 0-2, 0-3, 1-2, 1-3, 2-3, 2-4, 2-5, 3-4, 3-5, 3-6, 4-5, 4-

6

Predict how many goals will be scored in the regular time including stoppage time. Pre-match* € 20,000 Live betting € 10,000

Xth Half – Goals Select from the following options:

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 1+, 2+, 3+, 4+, 0-1, 1-2, 2-3, 3-4

Predict how many goals will be scored in the Xth half including stoppage time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Xth Half - Total Goals Select from the following options:

0, 1, 2+

Predict the total goals to be scored in the Xth half including stoppage time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Exact Goals Select from the following options:

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6+

Predict how many goals will be scored exactly in the regular time including stoppage time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Xth Half - Exact Number Of Goals 0: no goal will be scored 

1: exactly 1 goal will be scored

2: exactly 2 goals will be scored

3: exactly 3 goals will be scored

4+: 4 or more goals will be scored

Predict how many goals will be scored exactly in the Xth half including stoppage time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Odd/Even Goals Even: even number of goals

Odd: odd number of goals

Predict if the number of goals scored in the regular time including stoppage time will be odd 

or even.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Xth Half - Odd/Even Goals Odd: odd number of goals

Even: even number of goals

Predict if the number of goals scored in Xth half including stoppage time will be odd or 

even.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Odd/Even Home Team Even: even number of goals

Odd: odd number of goals

Predict if the number of goals scored by the home team in the regular time including 

stoppage time will be odd or even.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Odd/Even Away Team Even: even number of goals

Odd: odd number of goals

Predict if the number of goals scored by the away team in the regular time including 

stoppage time will be odd or even.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Penalty Shootout - Odd/Even Even: even number of goals

Odd: odd number of goals

Predict if the number of goals scored in the penatly shootout will be odd or even. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Penalty Shootout - Odd/Even 

Home Team

Even: even number of goals

Odd: odd number of goals

Predict if the number of goals scored by the home team in the penatly shootout will be odd 

or even.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Penalty Shootout - Odd/Even 

Away Team

Even: even number of goals

Odd: odd number of goals

Predict if the number of goals scored by the away team in the penatly shootout will be odd 

or even.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Multiscores Select from the following options:

1-0, 2-0 or 3-0

2-1, 3-1 or 4-1

3-2, 4-2, 4-3 or 5-1

4-0, 5-0 or 6-0

Other Home Win

0-1, 0-2 or 0-3

1-2, 1-3 or 1-4

2-3, 2-4, 3-4 or 1-5

Other Away Win

Draw

Predict the score of the match in the regular time including stoppage time by chosing a 

combination of possible results. "Draw" includes any draw result and the "other" selections 

include all other scores for home/away win that do not already exist in the rest of the 

available options.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000
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Anytime Correct Score All possible scores Predict the correct score that occurrs any time in the regular time including stoppage time. 

In the event that when the bet is placed a score that has not lost is not offered, if by the end 

of the game the specific score wins then all the other scores offered are considered lost.                                             

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Correct Score (Including Other) Select from the following options:

1-0, 2-0, 2-1, 3-0, 3-1, 3-2, 4-0, 4-1, 4-2, 5-0, 5-1, 6-0, 0-0, 1-1, 2-2, 3-3, 0-1, 0-2, 1-2, 0-3, 1-3, 2-

3, 0-4, 1-4, 2-4, 0-5, 1-5, 0-6 and Other

Predict the exact final score of the match in the regular time including stoppage time. The 

option  "Other" includes any score other than what is already offered.

Pre-match* € 20,000 Live betting € 10,000

Xth Half - Correct Score (Including 

Other)

Select from the following options:

1-0, 2-0, 2-1, 0-0, 1-1, 2-2, 0-1, 0-2, 1-2 and Other

Predict the exact score of the Xth half including stoppage time. The option "Other"  includes 

any score other than what is already offered.

Pre-match* € 20,000 Live betting € 10,000

Correct Score Extra (Including 

Other)

Select from the following options:

4-3, 5-2, 5-3, 6-1, 6-2, 7-0, 7-1, 8-0, 8-1, 9-0, 10-0, 4-4, 3-4, 2-5, 3-5, 1-6, 2-6, 0-7, 1-7, 0-8, 1-8, 0-

9, 0-10 and Other 

Predict the correct score of the match in the regular time including stoppage time.  The 

"Other" option includes any score other than what is already offered.

Pre-match* € 20,000 Live betting € 10,000

Xth Half - Correct Score Extra 

(Including Other)

Select from the following options:

3-0, 3-1, 4-0, 5-0, 0-3, 1-3, 0-4, 0-5 and Other

Predict the exact score of the Xth half including stoppage time. The "Other" option includes 

any score other than what is already offered.

Pre-match* € 20,000 Live betting € 10,000

Correct Score Live Various options depending on the score at that time. Predict the exact score of the match in the regular time including stoppage time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Xth Half - Correct Score Live Various options depending on the score at that time. Predict the exact score of the Xth half including stoppage time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Halftime/Fulltime Correct Score All possible scores Predict the exact score of the 1st half along with the exact score in the regular time 

including stoppage time.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Correct Score Live (Overtime) Select from the following options:

1:0, 2:0, 2:1, 3:0, 0:0, 1:1, 0:1, 0:2, 1:2, 0:3

Predict the exact score of the over time only (not including goals scored in the regular time 

of the match) including stoppage time. 

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

1st Half - Correct Score Live 

(Overtime)

Select from the following options:

1:0, 2:0, 0:0, 1:1, 0:1, 0:2

Predict the exact score of the 1st Half of the over time only (not including goals scored in 

the regular time of the match) including stoppage time. 

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Penalty Shootout - Correct Score Select from the following options:

0:1, 0:2, 0:3, 1:0, 1:2, 1:3, 1:4, 2:0, 2:1, 2:3, 2:4, 3:0, 3:1, 3:2, 3:4, 3:5, 4:1, 4:2, 4:3, 4:5, 5:3, 5:4 

and Other

Predict the exact score of the penalty shootout only (not including goals scored in the rest 

of the match).

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Team To Score Only Home: only home team will score

Only Away: only away team will score

Both Teams: both teams will score

None: none of the teams will score

Predict whether in the regular time including stoppage time, both teams or only one of the 

two or none will score.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

First Team To Score 1: home team will score first

2: away team will score first

No goal: no goal will be scored

Predict which team will score first in the regular time including stoppage time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Xth Half - First Team To Score 1: home team will score first

2: away team will score first

No goal: no goal will be scored

Predict which team will score first in the Xth half including stoppage time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Last Team to Score 1: the home team will score last

2: the away team will score last

No goal: no goal will be scored

Predict which team will score last in the regular time including stoppage time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Home Team To Score Yes: home team to score

No: home team not to score

Predict if the home team will score in the regular time including stoppage time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Away Team To Score Yes: away team to score

No: away team not to score

Predict if the away team will score in the regular time including stoppage time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Both Teams To Score Yes: both teams to score

No: at least one of the teams will not score

Predict if both teams will score or at least one of the teams will not score in the regular time 

including stoppage time.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Xth Half - Both Teams to Score   Yes: both teams to score

No: at least one of the teams will not score    

Predict if both teams will score or at least one of the teams will not score in the Xth half 

including stoppage time.                            

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Both Teams To Score 1st Half/2nd 

Half

No/No: none of the teams will score or one of them will, in the 1st half and in the 2nd half

No/Yes: none of the teams will score or one of them will in the 1st half and both teams will 

score in the 2nd half

Yes/No: both teams will score in the 1st half and none of the teams will score or one of 

them will in the 2nd half

Yes/Yes: both teams will score in the 1st half and in the 2nd half

Predict if both teams will score or or at least one of them will not, in the 1st half including 

stoppage time as well as if both teams will score or not in the second half including 

stoppage time.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Clean Sheet Home Team Yes: home team will keep a clean sheet

No: home team will not keep a clean sheet

Predict if the home team will keep a clean sheet in the regular time including stoppage time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000
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Clean Sheet Away Team Yes: away team will keep a clean sheet

No: away team will not keep clean sheet

Predict if the away team will keep a clean sheet in the regular time including stoppage time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Xth Half - Clean Sheet Home Team Yes: home team will keep a clean sheet

No: home team will not keep a clean sheet

Predict if the home team will keep a clean sheet in the Xth half including stoppage time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Xth Half - Clean Sheet Away Team Yes: away team will keep a clean sheet

No: away team will not keep clean sheet

Predict if the away team will keep a clean sheet in the Xth half including stoppage time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Highest Scoring Half 1st: most goals will be scored in the first half

2nd: most goals will be scored in the second half

Equal: the number of goals of both halves will be equal

Predict which half will have the greatest number of goals scored. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Highest Scoring Half Home Team 1st: most goals for the home team will be scored in the first half

2nd: most goals for the home team will be scored in the second half

Equal: the number of goals for the home team for both halves will be equal

Predict in which half the home team will score most of its goals. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Highest Scoring Half Away Team 1st: most goals for the away team will be scored in the first half

2nd: most goals for the away team will be scored in the second half

Equal: the number of goals for the away team for both halves will be equal

Predict in which half the away team will score most of its goals. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Goals in Both Halves Yes: goal(s) will be scored in both halves

No: no goal(s) will be scored in at least one of the halves

Predict if there will be goals scored in both halves in the regular time including stoppage 

time.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Will There Be An Overtime Goal Yes: there will be an overtime goal

No: there will not be an overtime goal

Predict if there will be an overtime goal. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Time Of First Goal 27-: first goal will be scored between 0 to 27 minutes

28+: first goal will be scored on the 28th minute or afterwards

No goal: no goal will be scored

Predict when the first goal will be scored. In case the goal is scored at 27 minutes and 0-59 

seconds, it is considered to have been scored on the 28th minute.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

First Goal - 10 Min Intervals 01-10: the first goal will be scored between 0 to 10 minutes

11-20: the first goal will be scored between 11 to 20 minutes

21-30: the first goal will be scored between 21 to 30 minutes

31-40: the first goal will be scored between 31 to 40 minutes

41-50: the first goal will be scored between 41 to 50 minutes

51-60: the first goal will be scored between 51 to 60 minutes

61-70: the first goal will be scored between 61 to 70 minutes

71-80: the first goal will be scored between 71 to 80 minutes

81-90: the first goal will be scored between 81 to 90 minutes

No goal: no goal will be scored 

Predict in which 10-minute internval the first goal will be scored. If the first goal is scored 

during the 1st half's stoppage time it is considered to be scored on the 45th minute. If the 

first goal is scored during the 2nd half's stoppage time it is considered to be scored on the 

90th minute.

In case the goal is scored on the last minute (of any 10 minute interval) and 0-59 seconds, 

then it is considered to have been scored on the first minute of the next 10 minute interval, 

e.g. if the goal is scored on the 30th minute and 3 seconds, it is considered to have been 

scored on the 31st minute.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

First Goal - 15 Min Intervals 01-15: the first goal will be scored between 0 to 15 minutes

16-30: the first goal will be scored between 16 to 30 minutes

31-45: the first goal will be scored between 31 to 45 minutes

46-60: the first goal will be scored between 46 to 60 minutes

61-75: the first goal will be scored between 61 to 75 minutes

76-90: the first goal will be scored between 76 to 90 minutes

No goal: no goal will be scored

Predict in which 15-minute interval the first goal will be scored. If the first goal is scored 

during the 1st half's stoppage time it is considered to be scored on the 45th minute. If the 

first goal is scored during the 2nd half's stoppage time it is considered to be scored on 90th 

minute.

In case the goal is scored on the last minute (of any 15 minute interval) and 0-59 seconds, 

then it is considered to have been scored on the first minute of the next 15 minute interval, 

e.g. if the goal is scored on the 75th minute and 1 second, it is considered to have been 

scored on the 76th minute.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Team To Score The 1st Goal In 10 

Min Intervals

1: Home team to score first 

None: None of the teams to score

2: Away team to score first

Predict which team will score first in the mentioned 10 minutes. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Team To Score The 1st Goal In 15 

Min Intervals

1: Home team to score first 

None: None of the teams to score

2: Away team to score first

Predict which team will score first in the mentioned 15 minutes. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Next Goal 1: the next goal will be scored by the home team

No goal: none of the teams will score a goal

2: the next goal will be scored by the away team

Predict which team will score the next in the regular time including stoppage time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Xth Half - Next Goal 1: the next goal will be scored by the home team

No goal: none of the teams will score a goal

2: the next goal will be scored by the away team

Predict which team will score the next goal in the Xth half including stoppage time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Next Goal (Overtime) 1: the next goal will be scored by the home team

No goal: none of the teams will score a goal

2: the next goal will be scored by the away team

Predict which team will score the next goal in overtime including stoppage time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000
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Next Goal – 10 Min Intervals 01-10: the next goal will be scored between 0 to 10 minutes

11-20: the next goal will be scored between 11 to 20 minutes

21-30: the next goal will be scored between 21 to 30 minutes

31-40: the next goal will be scored between 31 to 40 minutes

41-50: the next goal will be scored between 41 to 50 minutes

51-60: the next goal will be scored between 51 to 60 minutes

61-70: the next goal will be scored between 61 to 70 minutes

71-80: the next goal will be scored between 71 to 80 minutes

81-90: the next goal will be scored between 81 to 90 minutes

No goal: no goal will be scored 

Predict in which 10-minute internval the next goal will be scored. If the next goal is scored 

during the 1st half's stoppage time it is considered to be scored on the 45th minute. If the 

first goal is scored during the 2nd half's stoppage time it is considered to be scored on 90th 

minute.

In case the goal is scored on the last minute (of any 10 minute interval) and 0-59 seconds, 

then it is considered to have been scored on the first minute of the next 10 minute interval, 

e.g. if the goal is scored on the 80th minute and 1 second, it is considered to have been 

scored on the 81st minute.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Next Goal – 15 Min Intervals 01-15: the next goal will be scored between 01 to 15 minutes

16-30: the next goal will be scored between 16 to 30 minutes

31-45: the next goal will be scored between 31 to 45 minutes

46-60: the next goal will be scored between 46 to 60 minutes

61-75: the next goal will be scored between 61 to 75 minutes

76-90: the next goal will be scored between 76 to 90 minutes

No goal: no goal will be scored

Predict in which 15-minute internval the next goal will be scored. If the next goal is scored 

during the 1st half's stoppage time it is considered to be scored on the 45th minute. If the 

first goal is scored during the 2nd half's stoppage time it is considered to be scored on 90th 

minute.

In case the goal is scored on the last minute (of any 10 minute interval) and 0-59 seconds, 

then it is considered to have been scored on the first minute of the next 10 minute interval, 

e.g. if the goal is scored on the 75th minute and 1 second, it is considered to have been 

scored on the 76th minute.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Total X In 10 Min Intervals Under: less than X goals

Over: more than X goals

Predict if more or less than X goal will be scored in the specified 10 minute interval. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Total X In 15 Min Intervals Under: less than X goals

Over: more than X goals

Predict if more or less than X goal will be scored in the specified 15 minute interval. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Next Goal Scoring Method Shoot, Header, Own Goal, Penalty, Foul shot, Any Other, None Predict how will the next goal be scored. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Home Goals & Away Goals Home X+ & Away X+ Predict how many goals the Home Team will score combined with how many goals the Away 

Team will score.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Both Teams To Score & Home or 

Away  Goals

Both Teams To Score & Home or Away X+ goals Predict if Both Teams will Score combined with how many goals Home or Away Team will 

score.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

X Team Win &  X Goals e.g. Home win & Home 2+ goals Predict if Χ team will win the match combined with the goals that will score in the regular 

time including stoppage time.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Xth Half X+ Goals & Full Time X+ 

Goals

Xth Half X+ & FT X+ Predict how many goals will be scored in the Xth Half combined with how many goals will be 

scored in the regular time including stoppage time.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

1st Half Goals & 2nd Half Goals 1st half Χ+ and 2nd half Χ+ Predict how many goals will be scored in the 1st Half combined with how many goals will be 

scored in the 2nd Half 

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Xth Half - 3-Way Odds  & X Half 

Goals

win Χ Half and Χ Half goals X+ Predict the result of the Xth Half combined with the goals scored in the Xth Half. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Double Chance & Goals e.g. 1X & 2-3 Predict the result of the regular time including stoppage time by using a selection which 

includes 2 different outcomes, combined with how many goals will be scored in the regular 

time including stoppage time.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Double Chance & X Team Goals e.g. 1X & Home 2+ Predict the result of the regular time including stoppage time by using a selection which 

includes 2 different outcomes, combined with how many goals the X Team will score in the 

regular time including stoppage time.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Corner 3-Way 1: home team wins more corners 

X: the teams win the same number of corners

2: away team wins more corners

Predict which team will be awarded more corners in the regular time including stoppage 

time.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half - Corner 3-Way 1: home team wins more corners

X: the teams win the same number of corners 

2: away team wins more corners

Predict which team will be awarded more corners in the Xth half including stoppage time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Corner Handicap 1: home team wins more corners

2: away team wins more corners

Predict which team will be awarded more corners in the regular time including stoppage 

time considering the handicap in favor of one of the teams.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half - Corner Handicap 1: home team wins more corners

2: away team wins more corners

Predict which team will be awarded more corners in Xth half considering the handicap in 

favor of one of the teams including stoppage time.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Corners Under/Over Under: less than X corners will be given

Over: more than X corners will be given

Predict if the number of corners awarded in the regular time including stoppage time will be 

under or over X.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half - Corners Under/Over Under: less than X corners will be given

Over: more than X corners will be given

Predict if the number of corners awarded in the Xth half including stoppage time will be 

under or over X.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Total Corners Home Team Under: less than X corners will be given to home team

Over: more than X corners will be given to home team 

Predict if the number of corners awarded to the home team in the regular time including 

stoppage time will be under or over X.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half- Total Corners Home 

Team

Under: less than X corners will be given to home team

Over: more than X corners will be given to home team 

Predict if the number of corners awarded to the home team in the Xth Half including 

stoppage time will be under or over X.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

 Corners
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Total Corners Away Team Under: less than X corners will be given to away team

Over: more than X corners will be given to away team 

Predict if the number of corners awarded to the away team in the regular time including 

stoppage time will be under or over X.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half- Total Corners Away 

Team

Under: less than X corners will be given to away team

Over: more than X corners will be given to away team 

Predict if the number of corners awarded to the away team in the Xth Half including 

stoppage time will be under or over X.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Total Corners 0-8: 8 or less corners

9-11: 9 to 11 corners

12+: 12 or more corners

Predict the total corners of the regular time including stoppage time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half - Total Corners 0-4: 4 or less corners

5-6: 5 or 6 corners

7+: 7 or more corners

Predict the total corners of the Xth half including stoppage time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Corners Home Team 0-2: 0 to 2 corners

3-4: 3 to 4 corners

5-6: 5 to 6 corners

7+: 7 or more corners

Predict how many corners the home team will be awarded in the regular time including 

stoppage time.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half - Corners Home Team 0-1: home team to win 0 to 1 corner

2: home team to win 2 corners 

3: home team to win 3 corners

4+: home team to win 4 or more corners

Predict the total corners the home team will be awarded in the Xth half including stoppage 

time. 

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Corners Away Team 0-2: away team to win 0 to 2 corners

3-4: away team to win 3 to 4 corners

5-6: away team to win 5 to 6 corners

7+: away team to win 7 or more corners

Predict how many corners the away team will be awarded in the regular time including 

stoppage time.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half - Corners Away Team 0-1: away team to win 0 to 1 corners

2: away team to win 2 corners 

3: away team to win 3 corners

4+: away team to win 4 or more corners

Predict the total corners the away team will be awarded in the Xth half including stoppage 

time. 

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

First Corner 1: home team will win the first corner

2: away team will win the first corner

None: no corner will be given

Predict which team will be awarded the first corner in the regular time including stoppage 

time.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half - First Corner 1: home team wins the first corner

2: away team wins the first corner

None: no corner will be given

Predict which team will be awarded the first corner in the Xth half including stoppage time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Last Corner 1: home team will win the last corner

2: away team will win the last corner

None: no corner will be given

Predict which team will be awarded the last corner in the Xth half including stoppage time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half - Last Corner 1: home team wins the last corner

2: away team wins the last corner

None: no corner will be given

Predict which team will be awarded the last corner in the Xth half including stoppage time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Corners Odd/Even Odd: odd number of corners

Even: even number of corners

Predict if the number of corners awarded in the regular time including stoppage time will be 

odd or even.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half - Corners Odd/Even Odd: odd number of corners   

Even: even number of corners

Predict if the number of corners awarded in the Xth half including stoppage time will be odd 

or even.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Team Το Win Race To X Corners 1: home team wins 

None: none of the teams

2: away team wins

Predict which team will reach X number of corners first, in the regular time including 

stoppage time.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half – Team Το Win Race To X 

Corners

1: home team wins 

None: none of the teams

2: away team wins

Predict which team will reach X number of corners first, in the Xth half including stoppage 

time.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Team Το Win The Xth Corner 1: home team wins 

None: none of the teams

2: away team wins

Predict which team will be awarded the Xth corner in regular time including stoppage time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half - Team Το Win The Xth 

Corner

1: home team wins 

None: none of the teams

2: away team wins

Predict which team will be awarded the Xth corner in the Xth half including stoppage time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Match Bookings 1: home team will be awarded more bookings

X: draw

2: away team will be awarded more bookings

Predict which team will receive more bookings during the regular time including stoppage 

time.

Yellow Card = 1 Booking

Red Card = 2 Bookings

Yellow + Yellow Cards leading to a Red Card = 3 Bookings.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Cards / Punishment Points
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Xth Half - Match Bookings 1: home team will be awarded more bookings

X: draw

2: away team will be awarded more bookings

Predict which team will receive more bookings during the Xth half including stoppage time,

Yellow Card = 1 Booking

Red Card = 2 Bookings

Yellow + Yellow Cards leading to a Red Card = 3 Bookings.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Total Number of Bookings Under: less than X cards

Over: more than X cards

Predict if the total number of cards given during regular time including stoppage time will be 

under or over X.

Yellow Card = 1 Booking

Red Card = 2 Bookings

Yellow + Yellow Cards leading to a Red Card = 3 Bookings.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half - Total Number of 

Bookings

Under: less than X cards

Over: more than X cards

Predict if the total number of cards given during Xth Half including stoppage time will be 

under or over X.

Yellow Card = 1 Booking

Red Card = 2 Bookings

Yellow + Yellow Cards leading to a Red Card = 3 Bookings.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Number of Bookings Home Team 0-1: 0-1 bookings for home team

2: 2 bookings for home team

3: 3 bookings for home team

4+: 4 bookings or more for home team

Predict the exact number of bookings given to the home team during the regular time 

including stoppage time.

Yellow Card = 1 Booking

Red Card = 2 Bookings

Yellow + Yellow Cards leading to a Red Card = 3 Bookings

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half - Number of Bookings 

Home Team

0: 0 bookings for home team

1: 2 bookings for home team

2: 3 bookings for home team

3+: 3 bookings or more for home team

Predict the exact number of bookings given to the home team during the Xth Half  including 

stoppage time.

Yellow Card = 1 Booking

Red Card = 2 Bookings

Yellow + Yellow Cards leading to a Red Card = 3 Bookings

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Number of Bookings Away Team 0-1: 0-1 bookings for away team

2: 2 bookings for away team

3: 3 bookings for away team

4+: 4 bookings or more for away team

Predict the exact number of bookings given to the away team during the regular time 

including stoppage time.

Yellow Card = 1 Booking

Red Card = 2 Bookings

Yellow + Yellow Cards leading to a Red Card = 3 Bookings

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half - Number of Bookings 

Away Team

0: 0 bookings for away team

1: 2 bookings for away team

2: 3 bookings for away team

3+: 3 bookings or more for away team

Predict the exact number of bookings given to the away team during the Xth Half  including 

stoppage time.

Yellow Card = 1 Booking

Red Card = 2 Bookings

Yellow + Yellow Cards leading to a Red Card = 3 Bookings

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Total Number of Bookings Home 

Team

Under: less than X bookings

Over: more than X bookings

Predict if the total number of cards given to the home team during regular time including 

stoppage time will be under or over X.

Yellow Card = 1 Booking

Red Card = 2 Bookings

Yellow + Yellow Cards leading to a Red Card = 3 Bookings

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half - Total Number of 

Bookings Home Team

Under: less than X bookings

Over: more than X bookings

Predict if the total number of cards given to the home team during Xth Half including 

stoppage time will be under or over X.

Yellow Card = 1 Booking

Red Card = 2 Bookings

Yellow + Yellow Cards leading to a Red Card = 3 Bookings

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Total Number of Bookings Away 

Team

Under: less than X bookings

Over: more than X bookings

Predict if the total number of cards given to the away team during regular time including 

stoppage time will be under or over X.

Yellow Card = 1 Booking

Red Card = 2 Bookings

Yellow + Yellow Cards leading to a Red Card = 3 Bookings

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half - Total Number of 

Bookings Away Team

Under: less than X bookings

Over: more than X bookings

Predict if the total number of cards given to the away team during Xth Half including 

stoppage time will be under or over X.

Yellow Card = 1 Booking

Red Card = 2 Bookings

Yellow + Yellow Cards leading to a Red Card = 3 Bookings

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Exact Bookings Select from the following options:

0-3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12+ bookings

Predict the exact number of bookings given during the regular time including stoppage 

time.

Yellow Card = 1 Booking

Red Card = 2 Bookings

Yellow + Yellow Cards leading to a Red Card = 3 Bookings

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000
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Xth Half - Exact Bookings Select from the following options:

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6+ bookings

Predict the exact number of bookings given during the Xth Half including stoppage time.

Yellow Card = 1 Booking

Red Card = 2 Bookings

Yellow + Yellow Cards leading to a Red Card = 3 Bookings.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

First Team Booked 1: home team booked first

2: away team booked first

None: no booking

Predict which team will be punished with a card first in the regular time including stoppage 

time.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half - First Team Booked 1: home team booked first

2: away team booked first

None: no booking

Predict which team will be punished with a card first in the Xth Half including stoppage time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Total Number of Booking Points Under: less than X booking points 

Over: more than X booking points

Predict if the total number of booking points for the regular time including stoppage time 

will be less or more than Χ.

Yellow Card = 10 points

Red Card = 25 points.

Yellow + Yellow Cards leading to a Red Card = 35 points.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half - Total Number of 

Booking Points

Under: less than X booking points 

Over: more than X booking points

Predict if the total number of booking points for the Xth Half including stoppage time will be 

less or more than Χ.

Yellow Card = 10 points

Red Card = 25 points.

Yellow + Yellow Cards leading to a Red Card = 35 points.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Aggregated Booking Points 0-30: 0-30 booking points

31-45: 31-45 booking points

46-60: 46-60 booking points

61-75: 61-75 booking point

76+: 76+ booking points

Predict the aggregated number of booking points for the regular time including stoppage 

time.

Yellow Card = 10 points

Red Card = 25 points.

Yellow + Yellow Cards leading to a Red Card = 35 points.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half - Aggregated Booking 

Points

0-10: 0-10 booking points

11-25: 11-25 booking points

26-40: 26-40 booking points

41+: 41+ booking points

Predict the aggregated number of booking points for the Xth Half including stoppage time.

Yellow Card = 10 points

Red Card = 25 points.

Yellow + Yellow Cards leading to a Red Card = 35 points.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Player Sent Off Yes: player sent off

No: no player sent off

Predict if there will be a sending off in the regular time including stoppage time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half - Player Sent Off Yes: player sent off

No: no player sent off

Predict if there will be a sending off in the Xth half including stoppage time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Home Team Player Sent Off Yes: home team player sent off

No: no home team player sent off

Predict if there will be a sending off for the home team in the regular time including 

stoppage time.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half - Home Team Player Sent 

Off

Yes: home team player sent off

No: no home team player sent off

Predict if there will be a sending off for the home team in the Xth half including stoppage 

time.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Away Team Player Sent Off Yes: away team player sent off

No: no away team player sent off

Predict if there will be a sending off for the away team in the regular time including stoppage 

time.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half - Away Team Player Sent 

Off

Yes: away team player sent off

No: no away team player sent off

Predict if there will be a sending off for the away team in the Xth half including stoppage 

time.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

European Handicap (0:1, 1:0, 2:0, 0:2)

1: Home team wins

X: Draw

2: Away team wins

Predict the result of the regular time including stoppage time after taking into consideration 

the handicap in favor of one of the two teams.

Pre-match* € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Xth Half - European Handicap 1: home team wins

X: draw

2: away team wins

Predict the result of the Xth half including stoppage time after taking into consideration the 

handicap in favor of one of the two teams.

Pre-match* € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Asian Handicap 1: home team wins

2: away team wins

Predict the result of the regular time including stoppage time after taking into consideration 

the handicap in favor of one of the two teams.

Pre-match* € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Xth Half - Asian Handicap 1: home team wins

2: away team wins

Predict the result of the Xth half including stoppage time after taking into consideration the 

handicap in favor of one of the two teams.

Pre-match* € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Asian Handicap (Overtime) 1: home team wins

2: away team wins

Predict the result of the overtime including stoppage time after taking into consideration the 

handicap in favor of one of the two teams.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

 Handicap Bets
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Xth Half (Overtime) - Asian 

Handicap

1: home team wins

2: away team wins

Predict the result of the Xth half of the overtime including stoppage time after taking into 

consideration the handicap in favor of one of the two teams.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Game Run Win/Win: half time any team wins, final result the winning team still wins 

Win/Draw: half time any team wins, final result draw

Win/Lose: half time any team wins, final result the winning team loses

Draw/Win: half time draw, final result any team wins

Draw/Draw: half time draw, final result draw

Predict the development of the game during half time and full time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Winning Margins HT1: home team to win with 1 goal difference

HT2: home team to win with 2 goals difference

HT>2 : home team to win with more than 2 goals difference 

ΑT1: away team to win with 1 goal difference

AT2: away team to win with 2 goals difference

AT>2 : away team to win with more than 2 goals difference

Χ: draw

Predict who wins and the difference in goals, of the final result in the regular time including 

stoppage time.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Penalty Shootout - Winning 

Margins

HT>=3: home team to win with 3 or more goals difference

HT2: home team to win with 2 goals difference

HT1: home team to win with 1 goal difference

AT1: away team to win with 1 goal difference

AT2: away team to win with 2 goals difference

AT<=3: away team to win with 3 or more goals difference

Predict who wins and the difference in goals in the penalty shootout. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Halftime/Fulltime No e.g. 1/1 No Predict which Halftime/Fulltime will not occur. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Halftime Or Fulltime e.g. 1 or 1 Predict if one team will win any of the 1st Half and final result in the regular time including 

stoppage time.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Home Team To Score In Both 

Halves

Yes: home team to score in both halves

No: home team not to score in both halves

Predict if the home team will score in both halves of the game, including stoppage time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Away Team To Score In Both 

Halves

Yes: away team to score in both halves

No: away team not to score in both halves

Predict if the away team will score in both halves of the game, including stoppage time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Both Teams To Score In Both 

Halves

Yes: both teams to score in both halves

No: at least one of the teams will not score in both halves

Predict if both teams will score or at least one of them will not, in both halves, including 

stoppage time.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Home Team To Win Both Halves Yes: home team to win both halves

No: home team will not win both halves

Predict if the home team will win both halves. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Away Team To Win Both Halves Yes: away team to win both halves

No: away team will not win both halves

Predict if  the away team will win both halves. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Home Team To Win Either Half Yes: home team to win either half

No: home team will not win either half

Predict if the home team will win any of the two halves. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Away Team To Win Either Half Yes: away team to win either half

No: away team will not win either half

Predict if the away team will win any of the two halves. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Home Team To Win To Nil Yes: home team to win to nil

No: home team will not win to nil

Predict if the home team will win the game to nil in the regular time including stoppage time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Away Team To Win To Nil Yes: away team to win to nil

No: away team will not win to nil

Predict if the away team will win the game to nil in the regular time including stoppage time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Will There Be Overtime Yes: there will be overtime

No: there will not be overtime

Predict if there will be overtime. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Team To Win The Rest Of The 

Match (Overtime) (X:X)

1: home team wins 

X: draw

2: away team wins

Predict which team will win the rest of the overtime including stoppage time, considering 

that the score at the time that the bet is placed is 0:0.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Will There Be A Penalty Shootout Yes: there will be a penalty shootout

No: there will not be a penalty shootout

Predict if there will be penalty shootout in the match. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Team To Win The Penalty 

Shootout 

1: home team

2: away team

Predict which team will win the penalty shootout. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Penalty Shootout - Exact Number 

Of Scored Penalties

Select from the following options:

0-4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10+

Predict the exact number of scored penalties in the penalty shootout. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Penalty Shootout - Next Penalty 

Scored # (number)

Yes: the next penalty will be scored

No: the next penalty will not be scored

Predict if the next penalty will be scored, in the penalty shootout. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Other Special Bets
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Will The 1st Penalty Be Scored Yes: the first penalty will be scored

No: the first penalty won’t be scored

Predict if the first penalty of the penatly shootout will be scored or not. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

To Qualify 1: home team

2: away team

Predict which team will advance to the next round or win the final. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Team To Win The Final 1: home team

2: away team

Predict which team will win the final. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Team To Win The 3rd Place Final 1: home team

2: away team

Predict which team will win the 3rd place. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

HF-FT-ET Offered Selections Predict the result in 1st Half, Full Time, Extra Time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

HF-FT-ET-PEN Offered Selections Predict the result in 1st Half, Full Time, Extra Time, Penalties. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

1st half Χ+ & ft Χ+ Offered Selections Predict how many goals will be scored in 1st Half and how many in 2nd Half. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

X player to score (incl. overtime) Offered Selections Predict if player X will score. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Both halves Under/Over X goals Offered Selections Predict whether the 2 halves combined will have either more or less X goals. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Halftime/Fulltime & Exact Goals Offered Selections Predict the result of the halftime/fulltime along with the exact total goals of the match. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Χ Team To Win OR Under/Over Offered Selections Predict which team will win or less/more than X goals. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Χ Team To Win OR Both Teams To 

Score

Offered Selections Predict which team will win or if both teams will score. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Χ Team to Win OR Any Team 

Clean Sheet

Offered Selections Predict which team will win or if either of the 2 teams will not concede a goal. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Draw OR Under/Over Offered Selections Predict if the match will end in a draw or less/more than X goals. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Draw OR Both Teams To Score Offered Selections Predict if the match will end in a draw or if both teams will score. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Draw OR Any Team Clean Sheet Offered Selections Predict if the match will end in a draw or if one of the 2 teams will not concede a goal. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Will The Xth Penalty Be Scored Offered Selections Predict whether X penalty will be successful. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Next Team Penalty to be Scored 

Yes/No

Offered Selections Predict whether X team's next penalty kick will be successful or not. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Next Team Shoot-out Penalty to 

be Scored Yes/No

Offered Selections Predict whether X team's next penalty kick in the penalty shootout will be successful or not. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Next Goal Time Offered Selections Predict the moment of the next goal. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Next Team Goal Time Offered Selections Predict for the team when the next goal will be scored. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Next Goal And Match Result Offered Selections Predict which team will score the next goal and the result of the match. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Next Goalscorer, including own 

goal

Offered Selections Predict the next goalscorer including own goal. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000
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Who scores most goals in X 

minutes, 1st goal, most Corners, 

Total X bookings, Total X Corners, 

sending off or any other event in 

minutes interval Y-Z

Offered Selections Predict one of the described events during minutes Y-Z. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Double Chance Mix Offered Selections Predict the outcome of bets using a selection that includes two or more different selections 

on two or more different types of bets.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Scorers
Anytime Goalscorer   Goalscorer   Predict which player will score any goal, except an own goal, in the regular time including 

stoppage time. If no goal is scored the bet is lost.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

First Goalscorer Goalscorer   Predict which player will score the first goal, except an own goal, in the regular time 

including stoppage time. If no goal is scored the bet is lost. If an own goal is scored first 

then its ignored for settling purposes and the winner will be the next non own goal scored.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Last Goalscorer Goalscorer   Predict which player will score the last goal, except an own goal, in the regular time 

including stoppage time. If no goal is scored the bet is lost.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Next Goalscorer Goalscorer   Predict which player will score the next goal, except an own goal, in the regular time 

including stoppage time. If no goal is scored the bet is lost.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Next Goalscorer - Home Team Goalscorer   Predict which player will score Home Team's next goal, except an own goal, in the regular 

time including stoppage time. If no goal is scored the bet is lost.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Next Goalscorer - Away Team Goalscorer   Predict which player will score Away Team's next goal, except an own goal, in the regular 

time including stoppage time. If no goal is scored the bet is lost.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Goalscorer To Score 2 Goals Plus   Goalscorer   Predict which player will score 2 or more goals, except an own goal, in the regular time 

including stoppage time. If no goal  is scored the bet is lost.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Goalscorer To Score 3 Goals Plus  Goalscorer   Predict which player will score 3 or more goals, except an own goal, in the regular time 

including stoppage time. If no goal is scored the bet is lost.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Outrights
Winner (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the winner of the tournamen or the event. In case of a tie, the dead heat rule applies. Pre-match € 20,000 Live betting € 10,000

Place (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict if the contestant(s) will finish in the top X places. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Straight Forecast (Winner of the 

specific event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the winner and the finalist of the event. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Finalists (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the finalists (1st and 2nd, not by finishing position) of the event Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

To Qualify (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict which contestant will qualify or/and in what stage of the event. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Top Goalscorers (Tournament, 

Team)

Player/s Predict the top goalscorer of the tournament/team. Bet is refunded if selection is not in the 

declared final squad of the event. If goalscorer selected is part of the final selection of the 

squad but does not take part in any games then the bet is valid. 

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Winner And Top Goalscorer Team and Player Predict the winner team of the event along with the Top Goalscorer of the event. In case of a 

tie of 2 or more selections in the Top Goalscorer event the Dead Heat rule applies.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

SOCCER
BetBuilder Regulations

1. General: The BetBuilder is a bet that gives you the opportunity of combining several different selections (as listed analytically below) from the same event, in your bet slip. For example, in the supposed match MAN UTD – LIVERPOOL you can combine in your bet slip MAN UTD to win the match, MAN UTD to 

win over X corners, MAN UTD to score over X goals etc

1.1 BetBuilder bets placed on football are valid for 90 minutes plus stoppage time, unless otherwise expressly stated whereby extra time and the penalty shootout process will also apply. Also BetBuilder bets placed on other sports are valid for their normal duration unless something different is expressly 

stated on the basis of which the extension will also apply or any other procedure that may arise to determine the outcome of the event.

The event officials determine whether the full 90 minutes plus stoppage time will be played, and all bets stand unless the match is deemed to have been abandoned (please see 1.7) or postponed (please see 1.8).

1.2 Any reference to "bet" refers to the entire content of a BetBuilder bet on a particular match. Any reference to a 'selection' is in reference to one selection within the related bet. A BetBuilder bet is the total bet bound by all selections.

1.3 If a selection in the BetBuilder bet of a particular match, for any reason, is settled as a unit (void) and the remaining selections win, then the entire BetBuilder bet of that particular match will be settled as a unit. If there is even one losing selection in the BetBuilder bet of a particular match, then regardless 

of whether any of the remaining selections are settled as void, for any reason, then the entire BetBuilder bet of that particular match will be settled as lost.

1.4 The BetBuilder bet can be placed on its own as a single bet or combined with another BetBuilder bet, or with other independent selections from other matches. It can also be used in permutations. The BetBuilder bet may be available for cash out as cash out is offered at the time.

1.5 In the event of obvious errors in Betbuilder's odds, we reserve the right to cancel or reverse the settlement and correct the odds on all bets bearing such incorrect odds (General Betting Rules / Condition 1.14).

Obvious error in the odds other than what is understood in the General Betting Regulations / Condition 1.14 are considered odds substantially different from those that were available in the general market at the time the bet was placed as well as clearly incorrect odds given the possibility that the event has 

already been decided bet when the bet was placed.

We also reserve the right to void all bets on events that have changed venue after the odds have been issued.

1.6 All markets will be settled based on the result of the match on the day it is played and completed. Any results subsequently changed, for example disputed goals, penalty reviews, overturning of results for ineligible players, will not change the settlement of the market.

1.7 If a match is abandoned, any selections where the result has already been decided, e.g. half time result or first team to score will stand. All other selections will be considered void, regardless of the score at the time of abandonment. Abandoned matches will be considered those matches which were 

interrupted and not restarted by midnight local time of the same day. Matches where the referee forces the players to leave the field of play for a limited time, but the remaining minutes of play are played until midnight local time on the same day, will not be considered abandoned.

1.8 If an event is postponed before its start all bets on it will be void unless the match is rescheduled and starts by midnight local time on the same day it was scheduled.

1.9 For matches played at a neutral venue, all bets will still count regardless of the order the teams are listed and whether we have indicated it is as being played at a neutral venue (except in the situation of an obvious pricing error, please refer to 1.5).

1.10 The minimum number of selections of bet types that may be included in the Bet Builder bet is 2(two).

1.11 Any bets placed using the Bet Builder will count towards the calculation of the payout of any offer as non-Bet Builder bets.

1.12 Bet Builder may not be combined with any other current offer unless specified in the specific terms of each offer.

1.13 cybet will not be responsible if BetBuilder is unavailable for technical reasons.

2. Periods

90 mins – Refers to the entire match. All bets on selections involving 90 mins include the 90 minutes including stoppage time.

1st 10 mins – Refers to the first 10 minutes of the match (00:00 and 09:59).

1st half – Refers to the first half of the match only, including stoppage time.

2nd half – Refers to the second half of the match only, including stoppage time.

Each half – Refers to an event that occurs in both halves of the match. If the event occurs in any half or in one of the 2 halves then it is considered lost.

• For any 'each half' bets relating to footballers, if the footballer plays at any point in the 1st half then the selection stands as normal. If he does not play at all in the 1st half then the selection is void.

Either half – Refers to an event that occurs in one and/or two halves of the match. If the event does not occur in the match then it is considered lost.

• For any 'either half' bets relating to footballers, if the footballer plays at any point in the match then the selection stands as normal. If he does not compete in the match at all then the selection is void.

For the types of bets offered and their settlement regulations please see Appendix A to the Betting Regulations.
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Result Bet Builder
Who will win the match? 1: home team wins

X: draw

2: away team wins                                                 

Predict the result of the regular time including stoppage time. Pre-match* € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Who will win? 1: home team wins

X: draw

2: away team wins

Offered for 90 mins, X 1st or 2nd half, Each half

Predict the result of the period you are betting on. Pre-match* € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Which double chance result will 

win?

1Χ: home team wins or draw

12: home team wins or away team wins

Χ2: away team wins or draw

Offered for 90 mins, X 1st or 2nd half, Each half

Predict the result of the period you are betting on by using a selection which includes 2 

different outcomes.

Pre-match* € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Who will be ahead at half/full 

time?

1/1: first half home team wins, final result home team wins

1/X: first half home team wins, final result draw

1/2: first half home team wins, final result away team wins

X/X: first half draw, final result draw

X/1: first half draw, final result home team wins

X/2: first half draw, final result away team wins

2/2: first half away team wins, final result away team wins

2/X: first half away team wins, final result draw    

2/1: first half away team wins, final result home team wins

Predict the 1st half result and final result together in the same bet. Pre-match* € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Goals Bet Builder
Will both teams score in the 

match?

Yes: both teams to score

No:none of the teams will score or one of them will                                              

Predict if both teams will score or at least one of them will not score, in the regular time 

including stoppage time.

Pre-match* € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

What will the score be? Choose from various score selections:

Offered for 90 mins, X 1st or 2nd half, Each half

Predict the exact score of the period you are betting on. Pre-match* € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

How many goals? Under: less than X goals will be scored

Over: more than X goals will be scored

Offered for 90 mins, X 1st or 2nd half, Each half

Predict if less or more than X goals will be scored in the period you are betting on. Pre-match* € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

BetBuilder Regulations

1. General: The BetBuilder is a bet that gives you the opportunity of combining several different selections (as listed analytically below) from the same event, in your bet slip. For example, in the supposed match MAN UTD – LIVERPOOL you can combine in your bet slip MAN UTD to win the match, MAN UTD to 

win over X corners, MAN UTD to score over X goals etc

1.1 BetBuilder bets placed on football are valid for 90 minutes plus stoppage time, unless otherwise expressly stated whereby extra time and the penalty shootout process will also apply. Also BetBuilder bets placed on other sports are valid for their normal duration unless something different is expressly 

stated on the basis of which the extension will also apply or any other procedure that may arise to determine the outcome of the event.

The event officials determine whether the full 90 minutes plus stoppage time will be played, and all bets stand unless the match is deemed to have been abandoned (please see 1.7) or postponed (please see 1.8).

1.2 Any reference to "bet" refers to the entire content of a BetBuilder bet on a particular match. Any reference to a 'selection' is in reference to one selection within the related bet. A BetBuilder bet is the total bet bound by all selections.

1.3 If a selection in the BetBuilder bet of a particular match, for any reason, is settled as a unit (void) and the remaining selections win, then the entire BetBuilder bet of that particular match will be settled as a unit. If there is even one losing selection in the BetBuilder bet of a particular match, then regardless 

of whether any of the remaining selections are settled as void, for any reason, then the entire BetBuilder bet of that particular match will be settled as lost.

1.4 The BetBuilder bet can be placed on its own as a single bet or combined with another BetBuilder bet, or with other independent selections from other matches. It can also be used in permutations. The BetBuilder bet may be available for cash out as cash out is offered at the time.

1.5 In the event of obvious errors in Betbuilder's odds, we reserve the right to cancel or reverse the settlement and correct the odds on all bets bearing such incorrect odds (General Betting Rules / Condition 1.14).

Obvious error in the odds other than what is understood in the General Betting Regulations / Condition 1.14 are considered odds substantially different from those that were available in the general market at the time the bet was placed as well as clearly incorrect odds given the possibility that the event has 

already been decided bet when the bet was placed.

We also reserve the right to void all bets on events that have changed venue after the odds have been issued.

1.6 All markets will be settled based on the result of the match on the day it is played and completed. Any results subsequently changed, for example disputed goals, penalty reviews, overturning of results for ineligible players, will not change the settlement of the market.

1.7 If a match is abandoned, any selections where the result has already been decided, e.g. half time result or first team to score will stand. All other selections will be considered void, regardless of the score at the time of abandonment. Abandoned matches will be considered those matches which were 

interrupted and not restarted by midnight local time of the same day. Matches where the referee forces the players to leave the field of play for a limited time, but the remaining minutes of play are played until midnight local time on the same day, will not be considered abandoned.

1.8 If an event is postponed before its start all bets on it will be void unless the match is rescheduled and starts by midnight local time on the same day it was scheduled.

1.9 For matches played at a neutral venue, all bets will still count regardless of the order the teams are listed and whether we have indicated it is as being played at a neutral venue (except in the situation of an obvious pricing error, please refer to 1.5).

1.10 The minimum number of selections of bet types that may be included in the Bet Builder bet is 2(two).

1.11 Any bets placed using the Bet Builder will count towards the calculation of the payout of any offer as non-Bet Builder bets.

1.12 Bet Builder may not be combined with any other current offer unless specified in the specific terms of each offer.

1.13 cybet will not be responsible if BetBuilder is unavailable for technical reasons.

2. Periods

90 mins – Refers to the entire match. All bets on selections involving 90 mins include the 90 minutes including stoppage time.

1st 10 mins – Refers to the first 10 minutes of the match (00:00 and 09:59).

1st half – Refers to the first half of the match only, including stoppage time.

2nd half – Refers to the second half of the match only, including stoppage time.

Each half – Refers to an event that occurs in both halves of the match. If the event occurs in any half or in one of the 2 halves then it is considered lost.

• For any 'each half' bets relating to footballers, if the footballer plays at any point in the 1st half then the selection stands as normal. If he does not play at all in the 1st half then the selection is void.

Either half – Refers to an event that occurs in one and/or two halves of the match. If the event does not occur in the match then it is considered lost.

• For any 'either half' bets relating to footballers, if the footballer plays at any point in the match then the selection stands as normal. If he does not compete in the match at all then the selection is void.

For the types of bets offered and their settlement regulations please see Appendix A to the Betting Regulations.
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How many team goals? Under: less than X goals will be scored

Over: more than X goals will be scored

Offered for home team, away team and each team for 90 mins, Xth half (1st or 2nd half), 

Each half

Predict if your selection will score less or more than X goals in the period you are betting 

on.

Pre-match* € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

How many goals will a team win 

by? 

Winning Margins	 Predict the winning margin of your selection in the period you are betting on. Pre-match* € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Corners Bet Builder
How many corners? Under: less than X corners will be given

Over: more than X corners will be given

Exactly: exactly X corners will be given

Offered for 90 mins, Xth half (1st or 2nd half), Each half

Predict if the total number of corners will be under or over or exactly X in the period you are 

betting on. Only corners that are taken will count. If a corner is re-taken, it will only count as 

one corner. Corners that are indicated as given but subsequently not taken will not count. 

Extra-time does not count towards the total.

Pre-match* € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

How many team corners? Under: less than X corners will be given

Over: more than X corners will be given

Exactly: exactly X corners will be given

Offered for 90 mins, Xth half (1st or 2nd half), Each half

Predict if the total number of corners of the team will be under or over or exactly X in the 

period you are betting on. Only corners that are taken will count. If a corner is re-taken, it 

will only count as one corner. Corners that are indicated as given but subsequently not 

taken will not count. Extra-time does not count towards the total.

Pre-match* € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Cards Bet Builder
Who will get carded? Offered for 90 mins, Xth half (1st or 2nd half) Predict which player will receive a card in the period you are betting on. If the player does 

not play, bets taken on the player will be made void. Only cards shown to players currently 

on the pitch within the match will count. (Cards shown to managers, players on the bench or 

after the match do not count).

Pre-match* € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Who will get carded or sent off? carded: receive yellow card

sent off: receive red card

Offered for 90 mins, Xth half(1st or 2nd half)

Predict which player will receive yellow or red card in the period you are betting on. Only 

cards received while the player is active on the event count. Cards received after the final 

whistle do not count. The bet for a player being sent off will be settled for any active player 

who receives a red card whether it's a straight red card or two yellow cards automatically 

resulting in a red card. Cards received before kick off, during half time or after the regular 

time do not count. Cards received by players or executives who are not active players in the 

field do not count. In case no cards are awarded in the specified period, selections of red or 

any card will be considered as lost. 

Pre-match* € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

How many cards? Under: less than X cards

Over: more than X cards

Exactly: exactly X cards

Offered for 90 mins, Xth half (1st or 2nd half), Each half

Predict if the total number of cards given will be under or over or exactly X in the period you 

are betting on.

Yellow card: 1 booking

Red Card: 2 bookings

No player can receive more than 3 cards

Pre-match* € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

How many team cards? Under: less than X cards

Over: more than X cards

Exactly: exactly X cards

Offered for home team, away team and any team for 90 mins, Xth half (1st or 2nd half), Each 

half

Predict if the total number of cards given to your selection will be under or over or exactly X 

in the period you are betting on.

Yellow card: 1 booking

Red Card: 2 bookings

No player can receive more than 3 cards

Pre-match* € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

How many booking points? Under: less than X booking points

Over: more than X booking points

Exactly: exactly X booking points

Offered for 90 mins, Xth half (1st or 2nd half), Each half

Predict if the total number of booking points of the event will be under or over or exactly the 

stated total in the period you are betting on. Yellow card = 10 & Red card = 25. If a player 

receives 2 yellow cards and is consequently shown a red card, the player receives a total of 

35 booking points. Extra-time does not count towards the total nor do booking points 

received after the final whistle. Only cards shown to players currently on the pitch will 

count. Cards shown to managers or substitutes do not count towards the total. 

Pre-match* € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

How many Team booking points? Under: less than X booking points

Over: more than X booking points

Exactly: exactly X booking points

Offered for 90 mins, Xth half (1st or 2nd half), Each half

Predict if the total number of booking points of a team will be under or over or exactly the 

stated total in the period you are betting on. Yellow card = 10 & Red card = 25. If a player 

receives 2 yellow cards and is consequently shown a red card, the player receives a total of 

35 booking points. Extra-time does not count towards the total nor do booking points 

received after the final whistle. Only cards shown to players currently on the pitch will 

count. Cards shown to managers or substitutes do not count towards the total. 

Pre-match* € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Players Bet Builder
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Who will score? Offered for 90 mins, Xth half (1st or 2nd half), Each half Predict which player will score in the period you are betting on. At abandoned events any 

player that has already scored at the time of the abandonment will be settled as won. In case 

the nominated player does not participate in the event, bets on the nominated player will be 

considered void. In case the nominated player participates in any way in the event  the bets 

will stand. Own goals do not count.

Pre-match* € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Which player will score first/last? Which player will score first?

Which player will score last?

Offered for 90 mins, Xth half (1st or 2nd half), Each half

Predict which player will score first/last in the period you are betting on. Own goals do not 

count. For example, if you have bet a player to score the first goal in the match and the first 

goal was an own goal, then the bet will be settled on the next goal that is scored. In case 

your nominated player scores the 2nd goal then you have a winning bet. If later a different 

player scores then your bet is considered as lost.

In relation to ‘Which player will score first’, if your player has not participated in the match at 

the point the first goal is scored, selections will be made void. In relation to ‘Which player 

will score last’, If your player has participated in the match before or during the time the last 

goal is scored, related selections will stand. If no goal is scored in the match, or only own 

goals have been scored in the match, any selections on a player to score first or last will be 

resulted as losing selections, if they have participated in the relevant time-frame as stated in 

the above two points.

Pre-match* € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

How many player goals? score 2+: to score 2 or more goals

score 3+: to score 3 or more goals

anytime: to score at any time

Offered for 90 mins, Xth half (1st or 2nd half), Each half

Predict how many goals a player will score in the period you are betting on. Pre-match* € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

How will a player score? Header

Free Kick

Outside of the box

Penalty

Offered for 90 mins, Xth half (1st or 2nd half), Each half

Predict how will a player score in the period you are betting on (own goals excluded):

Penalties awarded but rescinded and subsequently not taken will not be deemed a winning 

selection.  If a penalty is ordered to be retaken, the original penalty will not count towards 

any official settlement. Only a completed penalty outcome is applicable.                                                                                                               

If a penalty rebounds from either the woodwork or the goalkeeper and is touched again 

before a goal is awarded, this will be deemed as a miss. Penalties awarded but rescinded 

and subsequently not taken will not be deemed as a penalty awarded. Penalties scored but 

ordered to be retaken, the original penalty will not count. Any bets involving free-kick goals 

must be scored directly from a free-kick. Penalties do not count. The player taking the free 

kick must be the scorer of the goal.  A headed goal is a goal that is classed as coming off 

the player’s head or shoulder, whether it is intentional or not. Own goals are excluded. An 

outside box goal is a goal that is classed as scored from outside of the 18-yard box/penalty 

area). Own goals are excluded.  Any other method of goal scored from outside of the 

penalty area will count, including free kicks.

Pre-match* € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

When will a player score? anytime scorer

first scorer

last scorer

first team scorer

last team scorer

Offered for 90 mins, Xth half (1st or 2nd half), Each half

Predict when a player will score in the period you are betting on. Pre-match* € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Other Bet Builder
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What else will happen? e.g Player Sent Off

Yes: player sent off

No: no player sent off

and more such as

Penalty taken/awarded

Penalty missed

Penalty scored

2+ penalties awarded

2+ penalties scored

Free-kick goal

Header goal

Outside box goal

Own goal

Sending off

Woodwork

Go to extra time

Go to penalties

Offered for 90 mins, Xth half (1st or 2nd half), Either half

Predict what else will happen in the period you are betting on. Penalties awarded but rescinded and 

subsequently not taken will not be deemed a winning selection. If a penalty is ordered to be retaken, the 

original penalty will not count towards any official settlement. Only a completed penalty outcome is 

applicable. If a penalty rebounds from either the woodwork or the goalkeeper and is touched again before a 

goal is awarded, this will be deemed as a miss.

Penalties awarded but rescinded and subsequently not taken will not be deemed as a penalty awarded. 

Penalties scored but ordered to be retaken, the original penalty will not count. Any bets involving free-kick 

goals must be scored directly from a free-kick. Penalties do not count. The player taking the free kick must 

be the scorer of the goal. A headed goal is a goal that is classed as coming off the player’s head or shoulder, 

whether it is intentional or not. Own goals are excluded. An outside box goal is a goal that is classed as 

scored from outside of the 18-yard box/penalty area). Own goals are excluded.  Any other method of goal 

scored from outside of the penalty area will count, including free kicks. In relation to sending off only cards 

awarded once the player is active in the match will count. Any cards shown after the final whistle do not 

count. A player to be sent off is settled on any active player that receives a red card, whether that is a 

straight red card or 2 yellow cards and is therefore subsequently shown a red card. If the red card is 

retracted, by VAR or otherwise, then this will not count as a winning selection. In cases where the ball hits 

the woodwork and subsequently a goal is scored directly, these cases do not count as woodwork.

Pre-match* € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

What else will happen to Teams? e.g Player Sent Off

Yes: player sent off

No: no player sent off

and more such as

Team Penalty taken/awarded

Team Penalty missed

Team Penalty scored

Team 2+ penalties awarded

Team 2+ penalties scored

Team Free-kick goal

Team Header goal

Team Outside box goal

Team Own goal

Team Sending off

Team Woodwork

Team clean sheet

First team to score

Last team to score

First corner

Last corner

Most corners

First card

Last card

Most booking points

Most cards

Offered for 90 mins, Xth half (1st or 2nd half), Either half

Predict what else will happen to the teams in the period you are betting on. Penalties awarded but 

rescinded and subsequently not taken will not be deemed a winning selection. If a penalty is ordered to 

be retaken, the original penalty will not count towards any official settlement. Only a completed penalty 

outcome is applicable. If a penalty rebounds from either the woodwork or the goalkeeper and is touched 

again before a goal is awarded, this will be deemed as a miss.

Penalties awarded but rescinded and subsequently not taken will not be deemed as a penalty awarded. 

Penalties scored but ordered to be retaken, the original penalty will not count. Any bets involving free-

kick goals must be scored directly from a free-kick. Penalties do not count. The player taking the free 

kick must be the scorer of the goal. A headed goal is a goal that is classed as coming off the player’s 

head or shoulder, whether it is intentional or not. Own goals are excluded. An outside box goal is a goal 

that is classed as scored from outside of the 18-yard box/penalty area). Own goals are excluded. Any 

other method of goal scored from outside of the penalty area will count, including free kicks. In relation 

to sending off only cards awarded once the player is active in the match will count. Any cards shown 

after the final whistle do not count. A player to be sent off is settled on any active player that receives a 

red card, whether that is a straight red card or 2 yellow cards and is therefore subsequently shown a red 

card. If the red card is retracted, by VAR or otherwise, then this will not count as a winning selection. In 

cases where the ball hits the woodwork and subsequently a goal is scored directly, these cases do not 

count as woodwork.

Pre-match* € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

How will a team win? win by 2+

win by 3+

win by 4+

win by 5+

win by 6+

win to nil

win from behind       

Win in extra-time

Win on penalties

Qualify

Offered for 90 mins, Xth half (1st or 2nd half), Each half

Predict how your selection will win in the period you are betting on.                                                                                                        

Win in extra-time - To be a winning selection your team must win the extra-time period (2 x 

15 minutes plus injury time unless otherwise stated). If the match does not go to extra-time 

this will be a losing selection. If a fixture is postponed, normal postponed match rules apply. 

If a fixture is abandoned, normal abandoned match rules apply.

Win on penalties - Bets are settled only on fixtures that go to penalties. If the match does 

not go to penalties this will be a losing selection. If a fixture is postponed, normal 

postponed match rules apply. If a fixture is abandoned, normal abandoned match rules 

apply.

Qualify - Whether your nominated team qualifies to the next round of the next round of 

fixtures in the specified tournament/cup/league. If a fixture is postponed normal postponed 

match rules apply. If a fixture is abandoned normal abandoned match rules apply. In the 

event of a forfeit or bye for either team, please refer to the postponed rules (1.8).

Pre-match* € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Basketball
The maximum payout is per Bet slip and according to 

what is indicated in the regulations of out Company in 

1.13

* For all the friendly games, the maximum payout for all 

the types of pre-match bets with * is €10000 (ten 

thousand euros)

GENERAL RULES:

R1. A basketball bet is settled after overtime, unless otherwise stated.                      

R2. For settling purposes 1st half consists of periods 1 and 2 and 2nd half consists of periods 3 and 4.
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Result
3-Way Odds (Excluding OT) 1: home team wins

X: draw

2: away team wins

Predict the final result of the game, excluding overtime. Pre-match* € 20,000 Live betting € 10,000

Xth Half - 3-Way 1: home team wins

X: draw

2: away team wins

Predict the result of the Xth half. Pre-match* € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Xth Quarter - 3-Way 1: home team wins

X: draw

2: away team wins

Predict the result of the Xth quarter. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

2-Way Odds (Including OT) 1: home team wins

2: away team wins

Predict the final result of the game, including overtime. Pre-match* € 20,000 Live betting € 10,000

Xth Half - 2-way 1: home team wins

2: away team wins

Predict the result of the Xth half. In case of a draw the selections for the specific bet will be 

considered as void. 

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Draw No Bet 1: home team wins

2: away team wins

Predict the result of the regular time of the game. In case of a draw the selections for the 

specific bet will be considered as void.  

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Xth Half - Draw No Bet 1: home team wins

2: away team wins

Predict the result of the Xth half. In case of a draw the selections for the specific bet will be 

considered as void. 

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Xth Quarter - Draw No Bet 1: home team wins

2: away team wins

Predict the result of the Xth quarter. In case of a draw the selections for the specific bet will 

be considered as void.  

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Halftime/Fulltime 1/1: first half home team wins, final result home team wins

1/X: first half home team wins, final result draw

1/2: first half home team wins, final result away team wins

X/1: first half draw, final result home team wins

X/2: first half draw, final result away team wins

X/X: first half draw, final result draw

2/1: first half away team wins, final result home team wins

2/X: first half away team wins, final result draw

2/2: first half away team wins, final result away team wins

Predict the result of the 1st half as well as the final result, in a single bet (excluding 

overtime).

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

European Handicap 1: home team wins

X: draw

2: away team wins

Predict the final result of the game after you take into consideration the handicap in favor of 

one of the two teams.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Point Spread, Handicap (Including 

OT)

1: home team wins

2: away team wins

Predict the final result of the game including possible overtime, after taking into 

consideration the handicap in favor of one of the two teams.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Xth Half - Point Spread 1: home team wins

2: away team wins

Predict the result of the Xth half, after taking into consideration the handicap spread in favor 

of one of the two teams.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Xth Quarter - Point Spread 1: home team wins

2: away team wins

Predict the result of the Xth quarter after taking into consideration the handicap spread in 

favor of one of the two teams.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Totals (Including OT) Under: less than X points

Over: more than X points

Predict if less or more than X points will be scored in the regural time including overtime. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Total Spread (Including OT) Under: less than X points

Over: more than X points

Predict if less or more than X points will be scored in the regular time, including overtime. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Totals (Regular Time) Under: less than X points

Over: more than X points

Predict if less or more than X points will be scored in the regular time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Totals (REGULAR TIME ONLY) Under: less than X points

Over: more than X points

Predict if less or more than X points will be scored in the regular time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Totals 3-Way (REGULAR TIME 

ONLY)

Under: less than X points

X: X points exactly

Over: more than X points

Predict if less or more than X points, or if exactly X points, will be scored in the regular time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Xth Half - Totals Under: less than X points

Over: more than X points

Predict if less or more than X points will be scored in Xth half. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Xth Half - Total Spread Under: less than X points

Over: more than X points

Predict if less or more than X points will be scored in Xth half. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Xth Quarter - Totals Under: less than X points

Over: more than X points

Predict if less or more than X points will be scored in the Xth quarter. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Xth Quarter - Total Spread Under: less than X points

Over: more than X points

Predict if less or more than X points will be scored in the Xth quarter. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Handicap Bets

Points
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Totals Home Team (Including OT) Under: less than X points

Over: more than X points

Predict if the home team will score less or more than X points in the regural time including 

overtime.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Totals Home Team (Regular Time) Under: less than X points

Over: more than X points

Predict if the home team will score less or more than X points in the regural time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Totals Away Team (Including OT) Under: less than X points

Over: more than X points

Predict if the away team will score less or more than X points in the regural time including 

overtime.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Totals Away Team (Regular Time) Under: less than X points

Over: more than X points

Predict if the away team will score less or more than X points in the regural time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Odd/Even Points (Including OT) Odd: odd number of points

Even: even number of points 

Predict if odd or even number of points will be scored in the regular time including overtime. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Xth Half - Odd/Even Points Odd: odd number of points

Even: even number of points

Predict if odd or even points will be scored in the Xth half. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Xth Quarter - Odd/Even Points Odd: odd number of points

Even: even number of points

Predict if odd or even points will be scored in the Xth quarter. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Highest Scoring Quarter Offered Selections Predict the Highest Scoring Quarter Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

X Half - Team Totals Offered Selections Predict X team's total points in X half. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

X Quarter - Team Totals Offered Selections Predict X team's point total in X period. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Other Special Bets
Winning Margins (Including OT)  Home 1-5 points: Home team to win with 1 to 5 points difference

Home 6-10 points: Home team to win with 6 to 10 points difference

Home >10 points: Home team to win with more than 10 points difference

Away 1-5 points: Away team to win with 1 to 5 points difference

Away 6-10 points: Away team to win with 6 to 10 points difference

Away >10 points: Away team to win with more than 10 points difference

Predict who wins and the difference in points between the two teams for the final result 

including overtime.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Highest Scoring Quarter 1st: 1st quarter

2nd: 2nd quarter

3rd: 3rd quarter

4th: 4th quarter

Equals: 2 or more quarters have equal number of points scored

Predict which quarter has the highest total score. Equals if two or more quarters are equal. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Team To Score The Xth Point 1: home team wins

2: away team wins

Predict which team will score the Χth point. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Team To Win Race To X Points 1: home team wins

2: away team wins

Predict which team will win the race to X points. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Xth Quarter - Which Team Wins 

Race To X Points

1: home team wins

2: away team wins

Predict which team will score the Χth point in the Xth quarter. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Team To Win The Jump Ball 1: home team wins

2: away team wins

Predict which team will win the jump ball. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Overtime Played Yes: overtime will be played

No: no overtime will be played

Predict if there will be overtime. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

X Half Race to Y Points Offered Selections Predict which team will reach X points first in X half. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

2-Way + Totals (Incl OT) Offered Selections Predict the winner of the match along with the total points (including extra time) Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

X Quarter - Winning Margin Offered Selections Predict the winner team's points difference in X period. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Outrights
Winner (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the winner of the tournamen or the event. In case of a tie, the dead heat rule applies. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Place (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict if the contestant(s) will finish in the top X places. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Straight Forecast (Winner of the 

specific event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the winner and the finalist of the event. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Finalists (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the finalists (1st and 2nd, not by finishing position) of the event Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

To Qualify (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict which contestant will qualify or/and in what stage of the event. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000
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Tennis

2-Way Odds 1: player 1 wins

2: player 2 wins

Predict which player/s will win the match. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Double Result (1st Set/Match) 1/1: Player/s 1 will win the 1st set and the match

1/2: Player/s 1 will win the 1st set and player/s 2 will win the match

2/1: Player/s 2 will win the 1st set and player/s 1 will win the match

2/2: Player/s 2 will win the 1st set and the match

Predict which player/s will win the first set and which player/s will win the match. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Sets
Correct Set Score (best of 3) or 

Correct Set Score (best of 5)

Best of 3 (2:0; 2:1; 1:2; 0:2) or

best of 5 (3:0; 3:1; 3:2; 2:3; 1:3; 0:3)

Predict the final score of the sets of the match. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Total Number Of Sets (best of 3)  

or Total Number Of Sets (best of 

5)

Best of 3 (2; 3) or

best of 5 (3; 4; 5)

Predict the total number of sets in the match. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Xth Set – Correct Score All possible correct scores (games) of the Xth set Predict the exact score of the Xth set of the match. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Correct Score In Set X All possible correct scores (games) of the Xth set Predict the exact score of the Xth set of the match. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Xth Set - Winner 1: player 1 wins

2: player 2  wins

Predict which player will win the Xth set. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Player To Win The Set X 1: player 1 wins

2: player 2  wins

Predict which player will win set X. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Set Handicap 1: player 1 wins

2: player 2  wins

Predict which player will win the match after the set handicap is applied to the final score. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Player 1 To Win A Set Yes: player 1 to win a set

No: player 1 not to win a set 

Predict if player 1 will win a set. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Player 2 To Win A Set Yes: player 2 to win a set

No: player 2 not to win a set

Predict if player 2 will win a set. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Any Set To Nil Yes: at least one set to nil

No: no set to nil

Predict if any player will win any set to nil (6-0 or 0-6). Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Total Number Of Games Under: less than X games played

Over: more than X games played

Predict if less or more than X games will be played in the match. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Xth Set - Total Number Of Games Under: less than X games played in the Xth set

Over: more than X games played in the Xth set

Predict if less or more than X games will be played in the Xth set. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Total Number Of Games – Player 1 Under: less than X games

Over: more than X games

Predict if player 1 will win more or less than X games in the match. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Total Number Of Games – Player 2 Under: less than X games

Over: more than X games

Predict  if player 2 will win more or less than X games in the match. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Match Games Handicap 1: player 1 wins

2: player 2 wins

Predict which player will win the match after the game handicap is applied to the final score. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Xth Set - Games Handicap 1: player 1 wins

2: player 2 wins

Predict which player will win the Xth set after the game handicap is applied to the Xth set's 

score. 

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Game Handicap For Set X 

(Set/Game)

1: player 1 wins

2: player 2 wins

Predict which player will win after the game handicap is applied to the final score of Set X. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Odd/Even Number Of Games Odd: odd number of games

Even: even number of games

Predict if an odd or even number of games will be played in the match. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Odd/Even Number Of Games In 

Set X

Odd: odd number of games

Even: even number of games

Predict if an odd or even number of games will be played in set X. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Games

Result

GENERAL RULES:

R1. In case a knock out game starts but is suspended and does not finish, all bets regarding sets or games and the match are considered void, unless a type of bet is already finished 

and settled. 

R2.In case of a change of the total number of sets played in a game, all bets except the total number of sets bets are valid; for example, if a game is programmed for "5 sets win" and 

changes to "3 sets win", due to weather conditions or typing mistake.

R3. All bets are valid if the following happen:

i. Game surface changes.

ii. Change in venue.

iii. Change in venue, from open court to indoors and vice versa.

R4. In tennis, badminton, snooker, golf, and darts, in case of 2 players playing against other 2 players, the references "player 1" and "player 2" should be perceived as "players 1" and 

"players 2" etc.
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Other Special Bets
Score Of Game X Of Set X All possible correct scores of game X in set X Predict the score of game X in set X. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Score Of Game X Of Set X Or 

Break

All possible correct scores of game X in set X or break Predict the score of game X in set X or break. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Who Will Win Game X Of Set X 1: player 1

2: player 2

Predict which player will win game X of set X. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Who Will Win From Set X Games Y 

And Z

1: player 1

2: player 2

Predict which player will win games Y and Z of set X. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Tiebreak In Match Yes: tiebreak in match

No: no tiebreak in match

Predict if there will be a tiebreak in the match. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Tiebreak In Set X Yes: tiebreak in set X

No: no tiebreak in set X

Predict if there will be a tiebreak in set X. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

2-Way Odds & Totals Offered Selections Predict which player will win and how many games will be played in the match. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Player X to win exactly Χ set/s Offered Selections Predict whether player X will win exactly X sets in the match. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Outrights
Winner (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the winner of the tournamen or the event. In case of a tie, the dead heat rule applies. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Place (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict if the contestant(s) will finish in the top X places. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Straight Forecast (Winner of the 

specific event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the winner and the finalist of the event. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Finalists (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the finalists (1st and 2nd, not by finishing position) of the event. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

To Qualify (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict which contestant will qualify or/and in what stage of the event. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 10,000

Ice Hockey

3-Way Odds  1: home team wins 

X: draw

2: away team wins 

Predict the result of the regular time of the match. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Χth Period - 3-Way Odds 1: home team wins 

X: draw

2: away team wins 

Predict the result of the Xth period. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

2-Way Odds (Including OT & 

Penalties)

1: home team wins

2: away team wins

Predict the result of the regular time including overtime and the penalty shootout. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Double Chance 1Χ: home team wins or draw

12: home team wins or away team wins

Χ2: away team wins or draw

Predict the final result of the regular time by using a selection which includes 2 different 

outcomes.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Double chance - Period X 1Χ: home team wins or draw

12: home team wins or away team wins

Χ2: away team wins or draw

Predict the result of the Xth period by using a selection which includes 2 different 

outcomes.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Draw No Bet 1: home team wins

2: away team wins

Predict the final result of the regular time. In case of a draw the selections for the specific 

bet will be considered as void and returned (if single bet) or calculated with odds 1.00 (if 

system or multibet).

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Period - Draw No Bet 1: home team wins

2: away team wins

Predict the final result of the Xth period. In case of a draw the selections for the specific bet 

will be considered as void and returned (if single bet) or calculated with odds 1.00 (if system 

or multibet).

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Handicap 1: home team wins

2: away team wins

Predict the final result of the regular time after you take into consideration the handicap in 

favor of one of the two teams.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

European Handicaps 1: home team wins 

X: draw

2: away team wins 

Predict the final result of the regular time after you take into consideration the handicap in 

favor of one of the two teams.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

European Handicap (Including OT 

and Penalties)

1: Home team wins

X: Draw

2: Away team wins

Predict the result of the match including overtime and the penatly shootout, after you take 

into consideration the handicap in favor of one of the two teams.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Result

Handicap Bets
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European Handicap For Period 

(Period/Handicap)

1: Home team wins

X: Draw

2: Away team wins

Predict the result of the Xth period, after you take into consideration the handicap in favor of 

one of the two teams.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

 Goals
Totals Under: less than X goals will be scored

Over: more than X goals will be scored

Predict if less or more than X goals will be scored in the regular time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Total Spread Under: less than X goals will be scored

Over: more than X goals will be scored

Predict if less or more than X goals will be scored in the regular time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Period - Totals Under: under X goals will be scored

Over: over X goals will be scored

Predict if less or more than Χ goals will be scored in the Xth period. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Totals Home Team Under: less than X goals

Over: more than X goals

Predict if less or more than X goals will be scored by the home team in the regular time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Totals Away Team Under: less than X goals

Over: more than X goals

Predict if less or more than X goals will be scored by the away team in the regular time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Goals Home Team 0: home team will not score

1: home team scores 1 goal

2: home team scores 2 goals

3+: home team scores 3 or more goals

Predict how many goals the home team will score in the regular time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Goals Home Team - Period X 0: home team will not score

1: home team scores 1 goal

2: home team scores 2 goals

3+: home team scores 3 or more goals

Predict how many goals the home team will score in the Xth period. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Goals Away Team 0: away team will not score

1: away team scores 1 goal

2: away team scores 2 goals

3+: away team scores 3 or more goals

Predict how many goals the away team will score in the regular time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Goals Away Team - Period X 0: away team will not score

1: away team scores 1 goal

2: away team scores 2 goals

3+: away team scores 3 or more goals

Predict how many goals the away team will score in the Xth period. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Correct Score Select from the following options:

1:0, 2:0, 2:1, 3:0, 3:1, 3:2, 4:0, 4:1, 4:2, 4:3, 5:0, 5:1, 5:2, 5:3, 5:4, 0:0, 1:1, 2:2, 3:3, 4:4, 5:5, 

0:1, 0:2, 1:2, 0:3, 1:3, 2:3, 0:4, 1:4, 2:4, 3:4, 0:5, 1:5, 2:5, 3:5, 4:5, Other

Predict the exact score of the match in the regular time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Correct Score (Including Other) Select from the following options:

0-0, 1-1, 2-2, 3-3, 0-1, 0-2, 1-2, 0-3, 1-3, 2-3, 0-4, 1-4, 2-4, 3-4, 0-5, 1-5, 2-5, 0-6, 1-6, 0-7, 1-0, 2-

0, 2-1, 3-0, 3-1, 3-2, 4-0, 4-1, 4-2, 4-3, 5-0, 5-1, 5-2, 6-0, 6-1, 7-0 and Other

Predict the exact score of the match in the regular time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Correct score (Including OT and 

Penalties) 

Select from the following options:

1:0, 2:0, 2:1, 3:0, 3:1, 3:2, 4:0, 4:1, 4:2, 4:3, 5:0, 5:1, 5:2, 5:3, 5:4, 0:1, 0:2, 1:2, 0:3, 1:3, 2:3, 

0:4, 1:4, 2:4, 3:4, 0:5, 1:5, 2:5, 3:5, 4:5, Other

Predict the exact score of the match in the regular time, including overtime and the penalty 

shootout.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Correct Score - Period X Select from the following options:

1:0, 2:0, 2:1, 0:0, 1:1, 2:2, 0:1, 0:2, 1:2, Other

Predict the exact score of the Xth period. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Exact Goals - Period X 0: no goals will be scored

1: exactly 1 goal will be scored

2: exactly 2 goals will be scored

3: exactly 3 goals will be scored

4+: 4 or more goals will be scored

Predict how many goals will be scored in the Xth period. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Next Goal (X:X) 1: the next goal will be scored by the home team

No goal: none of the teams will score a goal

2: the next goal will be scored by the away team

Predict which team will score the next goal in the regular time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Next Goal For Period 

(Period/Score)

1: next goal will be scored by the home team

No goal: no goal will be scored

2: next goal will be scored by the away team

Predict which team will score the next goal or if no goal will be scored, in the specified 

period.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Both Teams To Score Yes: both teams to score

No:none of the teams will score or one of them will

Predict if both teams will score or at least one of them will not score, in the regular time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Odd/Even Goals Odd: odd number of goals

Even: even number of goals

Predict if the number of goals scored in the regular time will be odd or even. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Odd/even (incl. overtime and 

penalties)

Offered Selections Predict whether the number of goals will be odd or even in regular time, extra time and 

penalties.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

First team to Score Offered Selections Predict which team will score first in regular time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Last goal Offered Selections Predict which team will score last in regular time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000
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Home Goals + Away Goals Offered Selections Predict how many goals the home team will score and how many the away team will score Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Next goal (Including OT and 

Penalties)

Offered Selections Predict which team will score the next goal in regular time, extra time and penalties. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Χ Period Either Team To Score 

Yes/No

Offered Selections Predict whether in X period either team will score. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

All periods under/over Offered Selections Predict whether all periods individually have fewer or more than X goals. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Overtime - Xth Goal Offered Selections Predict which team will score X goal in overtime. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Goal Method Offered Selections Predict how X goal will be achieved. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

 Combination Bets
3-Way Odds + Totals 1 & Under: home team to win and less than X goals scored

1 & Over: home team to win and more than X goals scored

X & Under: draw and less than X goals scored

X & Over: draw and more than X goals scored

2 & Under: away team to win and less than X goals scored

2 & Over: away team to win and more than X goals scored

Predict which team wilI win in the regular time combined with if less or more than X goals 

will be scored.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

3-Way Odds + Totals (Including 

OT and Penalties)

1 & Under: home team to win and less than X goals scored

1 & Over: home team to win and more than X goals scored

X & Under: draw and less than X goals scored

X & Over: draw and more than X goals scored

2 & Under: away team to win and less than X goals scored

2 & Over: away team to win and more than X goals scored

Predict which team will win in the regular time (including overtime and the penalty shootout) 

combined with if less or more than X goals will be scored. 

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

3-Way Odds + Both Teams To 

Score  

1 & yes: home team to win and both teams to score

X & yes: draw and both teams to score

2 & yes: away team to win and both teams to score

1 & no: home team to win and none of the teams to score or one of them will

X & no: draw and none of the teams to score or one of them will

2 & no: away team to win and none of the teams to score or one of them will

Predict which team will win in the regular time, combined with whether both teams will score 

or at least one of them will not.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

2-Way Odds + Both Teams To 

Score (Including OT and 

Penalties)

1 & yes: home team to win and both teams to score

2 & yes: away team to win and both teams to score

1 & no: home team to win and none of the teams to score or one of them will

2 & no: away team to win and none of the teams to score or one of them will

Predict which team will win in the regular time (including overtime and the penalty 

shootout), combined with whether both teams will score or at least one of them will not.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

 Other Special Bets
Team To Win The Rest Of The 

Match (X:X)

1: home team wins the rest

X: the rest is a draw

2: away team wins the rest

Predict which team will win the rest of the regular time, considering that at the time the bet 

is placed the score is 0:0. 

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Team To Win The Rest Of The Χth 

Period (X:X)

1: home team wins the rest

X: the rest is a draw

2: away team wins the rest

Predict which team will win the rest of the Xth period, considering that at the time the bet is 

placed the score is 0:0.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Team To Win Period X 1: home team wins 

X: draw

2: away team wins 

Predict the result of the Xth period. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Both Teams To Score - Period X Yes: both teams to score

No: none of the teams will score or one of them will

Predict if both teams will score or at least one of them will not, in the Xth period. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Clean Sheet Home Team - Period 

X

Yes: home team will keep a clean sheet

No: home team will not keep a clean sheet

Predict if the home team will keep a clean sheet in the Xth period. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Clean Sheet Away Team - Period X Yes: away team will keep a clean sheet

No: away team will not keep clean sheet 

Predict if the away team will keep a clean sheet in the Xth period. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Highest Scoring Period 1st  Period

2nd Period

3rd Period

4th Period

Equals: 2 or more periods have equal number of goals scored

Predict ιn which period most goals will be scored. € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Winning Margins HT 1: home team will win with 1 goal difference

HT 2: home team will win with 2 goals difference

HT > 2: home team will win with more than 2 goals difference

X: draw

AT 1: away team will win with 1 goal difference

AT 2 : away team will win with 2 goals difference

AT > 2: away team will win with more than 2 goals difference

Predict who wins and the difference in goals between the two teams, in the regular time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000
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Winning Margins (Including OT 

and Penalties)

HT 1: home team will win with 1 goal difference

HT 2: home team will win with 2 goals difference

HT > 2: home team will win with more than 2 goals difference

X: draw

AT 1: away team will win with 1 goal difference

AT 2 : away team will win with 2 goals difference

AT > 2: away team will win with more than 2 goals difference

Predict who wins and the difference in goals between the two teams, in the regular time, 

overtime and penalty shootout.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Highest scoring period X team Offered Selections Predict the period when team X will score the most goals. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

X team to score in all periods Offered Selections Predict whether Team X will score in all periods. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

X team to win all periods Offered Selections Predict whether team X will win all periods. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

X team win either period Offered Selections Predict whether team X will win any period. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Matchbet and 1st goal Offered Selections Predict which team will win and who will score the first goal. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Matchbet and 1st goal, including 

overtime and penalties

Offered Selections Predict which team will win and who will score the first goal (with extra time and penalties). Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

1st period and Matchbet, 

including overtime and penalties

Offered Selections Predict which team will win the first period and the match (with extra time and penalties). Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Odd/Even for X period Offered Selections Predict whether X period goals are odd or even. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

When Will The Game End Offered Selections Predict when the match will end (regular time, extra time, penalties) Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Will there be Overtime Offered Selections Predict whether the match will go into overtime. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Match to go to Shootout Offered Selections Predict whether the match will go to penalties. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Outrights
Winner (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the winner of the tournamen or the event. In case of a tie, the dead heat rule applies. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Place (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict if the contestant(s) will finish in the top X places. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Straight Forecast (Winner of the 

specific event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the winner and the finalist of the event. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Finalists (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the finalists (1st and 2nd, not by finishing position) of the event Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

To Qualify (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict which contestant will qualify or/and in what stage of the event. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Handball
Result
3-Way Odds (1X2) 1: home team wins

X: draw

2: away team wins

Predict the final result of the regular time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half – 3-Way 1: home team wins

X: draw

2: away team wins

Predict the result of the Xth half. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Double Chance  1Χ:home team wins or draw

12: home team wins or away team win

Χ2: away team wins or draw

Predict the final result of the regular time by using a selection which includes 2 different 

outcomes.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half - Double chance 1Χ: home team wins or draw

12: home team wins or away team win

Χ2: away team wins or draw

Predict the result of the Xth half by using a selection which includes 2 different outcomes. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000
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Halftime/Fulltime 1/1: first half home team wins, final result home team wins

1/X: first half home team wins, final result draw

1/2: first half home team wins, final result away team wins

X/1: first half draw, final result home team wins

X/2: first half draw, final result away team wins

X/X: first half draw, final result draw

2/1: first half away team wins, final result home team wins

2/X: first half away team wins, final result draw

2/2: first half away team wins, final result away team wins

Predict the result of the 1st half as well as the final result of the match, together in the same 

bet.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Handicap Bets
3-Way - Handicap Odds 1: home team wins

X: draw

2: away team wins

Predict the final result of the regular time, after you take into consideration the handicap 

spread in favor of one of the two teams.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half - 3-Way Handicap Odds 1: home team wins

X: draw

2: away team wins

Predict the result of the Xth half, after you take into consideration the handicap spread in 

favor of one of the two teams.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Asian Handicap 1: home team wins

2: away team wins

Predict the final result of the regular time after you take into consideration the handicap in 

favor of one of the two teams.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half - Asian Handicap 1: home team wins

2: away team wins

Predict the result of the Xth half, after you take into consideration the handicap spread in 

favor of one of the two teams.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Draw No Bet 1: home team wins

2: away team wins

Predict the final result of the regular time. In case of a draw, the selections for the specific 

bet will be considered as void and returned (if single bet) or calculated with odds 1.00 (if 

system or multibet).

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half - Draw No Bet 1: home team wins

2: away team wins

Predict the result of the Xth half. In case of a draw, the selections for the specific bet will be 

considered as void and returned (if single bet) or calculated with odds 1.00 (if system or 

multibet).

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Goals
Totals Under: less than X goals

Over: more than X goals

Predict if less or more than X goals will be scored in the regular time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Totals (Extra Selections) Under: less than X goals

Over: more than X goals

Predict if less or more than X goals will be scored in the regular time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half - Totals Under: less than X goals

Over: more than X goals

Predict if less or more than X goals will be scored in the Xth half. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Totals Home Team Under: less than X goals

Over: more than X goals

Predict if the home team will score less or more than X goals in the regular time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half - Totals Home Team Under: less than X goals

Over: more than X goals

Predict if the home team will score less or more than X goals in the Xth half. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Totals Away Team Under: less than X goals

Over: more than X goals

Predict if the away team will score less or more than X goals in the regular time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half - Totals Away Team Under: less than X goals

Over: more than X goals

Predict if the away team will score less or more than X goals in the Xth half. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Total Range <47: less than 47 goals will be scored

47-49: between 47 and 49 goals will be scored

50-52: between 50 and 52 goals will be scored

53-55: between 53 and 55 goals will be scored

56-58: between 56 and 58 goals will be scored

59-61: between 59 and 61 goals will be scored

>61: more than 61 goals will be scored

Predict how many goals (in ranges) will be scored in the regular time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half - Total Range <20: less than 20 goals will be scored

20-22: between 20 and 22 goals will be scored

23-25: between 23 and 25 goals will be scored

26-28: between 26 and 28 goals will be scored

29-31: between 29 and 31 goals will be scored

32-34: between 32 and 34 goals will be scored

>34: more than 34 goals will be scored

Predict how many goals (in ranges) will be scored in the Xth half. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000
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Total Range Home Team <20: less than 20 goals will be scored

20-22: between 20 and 22 goals will be scored

23-25: between 23 and 25 goals will be scored

26-28: between 26 and 28 goals will be scored

29-31: between 29 and 31 goals will be scored

32-34: between 32 and 34 goals will be scored

>34: more than 34 goals will be scored

Predict how many goals (in ranges) will be scored by the home team in the regular time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half - Total Range Home Team <9: less than 9 goals will be scored

9-10: between 9 and 10 goals will be scored

11-12: between 11 and 12 goals will be scored

13-14: between 13 and 14 goals will be scored

15-16: between 15 and 16 goals will be scored

17-18: between 17 and 18 goals will be scored

>18: more than 18 will be scored

Predict how many goals (in ranges) will be scored by the home team in the Xth half. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Total Range Away Team <20: less than 20 goals will be scored

20-22: between 20 and 22 goals will be scored

23-25: between 23 and 25 goals will be scored

26-28: between 26 and 28 goals will be scored

29-31: between 29 and 31 goals will be scored

32-34: between 32 and 34 goals will be scored

>34: more than 34 goals will be scored

Predict how many goals (in ranges) will be scored by the away team in the regular time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half - Total Range Away Team <9: less than 9 goals will be scored

9-10: between 9 and 10 goals will be scored

11-12: between 11 and 12 goals will be scored

13-14: between 13 and 14 goals will be scored

15-16: between 15 and 16 goals will be scored

17-18: between 17 and 18 goals will be scored

>18: more than 18 will be scored

Predict how many goals (in ranges) will be scored by the away team in the Xth half. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Odd/Even Goals Odd: odd number of goals

Even: even number of goals

Predict if the number of goals scored in the regular time will be odd or even. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half - Odd/Even Goals Odd: odd number of goals

Even: even number of goals

Predict if the number of goals scored in the Xth half will be odd or even. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

 Combination Bets
3-Way Odds + Totals                           1 & Under: home team to win and less than X goals scored

1 & Over: home team to win and more than X goals scored

X & Under: draw and less than X goals scored

X & Over: draw and more than X goals scored

2 & Under: away team to win and less than X goals scored

2 & Over: away team to win and more than X goals scored

Predict the result of the regular time combined with if less or more than X goals will be 

scored.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half - 3-Way Odds + Totals 1 & Under: home team to win and less than X goals scored

1 & Over: home team to win and more than X goals scored

X & Under: draw and less than X goals scored

X & Over: draw and more than X goals scored

2 & Under: away team to win and less than X goals scored

2 & Over: away team to win and more than X goals scored

Predict the result of the Xth half including stoppage time combined with if less or more than 

X goals will be scored.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Other Special Bets
Highest Scoring Half 1st: first half

2nd: second half

Equal: equal number of goals scored in both halves

Preditc which half will have the most goals scored. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Highest Scoring Half Home Team 1st: first half

2nd: second half

Equal: home team will score equal number of goals in both halves

Preditc in which half the home team will score most goals. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Highest Scoring Half Away Team 1st: first half

2nd: second half

Equals: away team will score equal number of goals in both halves

Preditc in which half the away team will score most goals. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000
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 Winning margins Home > 10 goals: home team wins by more than 10 goals difference

Home  6-10 goals: home team wins by 6-10 goals difference

Home 1-5 goals: home team wins by 1-5 goals difference

Draw

Away 1-5 goals: away team wins by 1-5 goals difference

Αway 6-10 goals: away team wins by 6-10 goals difference

Αway >10 goals: away team wins by more than 10 goals difference

Predict who wins and the difference in goals, of the final result in the regular time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half - Winning margins Home > 4 goals: home team wins by more than 4 goals difference

Home  3-4  goals: home team wins by 3-4 goals difference

Home 1-2 goals: home team wins by 1-2 goals difference

Draw

Away 1-2 goals: away team wins by 1-2 goals difference

Αway 3-4 goals: away team wins by 3-4 goals difference

Αway > 4 goals: away team wins by more than 4 goals difference

Predict who wins and the difference in goals between the two teams in the Xth half. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Highest Scoring Team In Either 

Half

1: home team

X: Draw

2: away team

Predict if most goals will be scored by the home team or away team or if the result is a draw, 

in any of the two halves.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Team Το Score The Xth Goal 

(Including OT)

1: home team

2: away team

Predict which team will score the Xth goal in the regular time, including overtime. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Team Το Win Race To X Goals 

(Including OT)

1: home team

2: away team

Predict which team will win the race to X goals in the regular time, including overtime. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Outrights
Winner (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the winner of the tournamen or the event. In case of a tie, the dead heat rule applies. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Place (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict if the contestant(s) will finish in the top X places. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Straight Forecast (Winner of the 

specific event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the winner and the finalist of the event. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Finalists (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the finalists (1st and 2nd, not by finishing position) of the event Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

To Qualify (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict which contestant will qualify or/and in what stage of the event. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Volleyball

Result
2-Way Odds (12) 1: home team wins

2: away team wins

Predict the result of the match. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Handicap Bets
Handicap (Points) 1: home team wins

2: away team wins

Predict the final result of the match after you take into consideration the handicap in favor 

of one of the two teams.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Point Spread 1: home team wins

2: away team wins

Predict the final result of the match after you take into consideration the point handicap in 

favor of one of the two teams.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Set - Handicap 1: home team wins

2: away team wins

Predict the result of the Xth set after you take into consideration the handicap in favor of 

one of the two teams.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Set X - Point Spread 1: home team wins

2: away team wins

Predict the result of the Xth set after you take into consideration the point handicap in favor 

of one of the two teams.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Sets / Points
Totals (Points) Under: less than X points

Over: more than X points

Predict if less or more than X points will be scored in the regular time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

 Xth Set - Total Points Under: less than X points in the Xth set

Over: more than X points in the Xth set

Predict if less or more than X points will b scored in the Xth set. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Correct Score Of The Set Select from the following options:

3:0, 3:1, 3:2, 0:3, 1:3, 2:3

Predict the correct set score of the match. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

GENERAL RULES:

R1. In the case that a referee has given deductions of points, the official results will be used for settlement purposes in all markets.

R2. For competitions that after double games there are draws and they have a "golden set" to determine which team will qualify (in the case of draw at won games), then the "gold set" 

is not taken into consideration for settlement purposes.
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Total Number of Sets (Best of 5) 3 sets

4 sets

5 sets

Predict the total number of sets of the match. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Set - Winner 1: home team wins

2: away team wins

Predict the winner of the Xth set. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Team To Win Set X 1: home team wins

2: away team wins

Predict the winner of the Xth set. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Set X - Odd/Even Even: even number of points

Odd: odd number of points

Predict if the number of points scored in the Xth set will be odd or even. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Number Of Sets To Exceed Score 

Limit

0: no set

1: 1 set

2: 2 sets

3: 3 sets

4: 4 sets

5: 5 sets

Predict in how many sets at least one of the teams will score more than 25 points (15 for the 

5th set).

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Will there be an Xth set Offered Selections Predict whether there will be an Xth set. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

X Team to win exactly X set/s Offered Selections Predict whether X team will win exactly X sets. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

How many sets will be decided by 

extra points

Offered Selections Predict how many sets will be decided by extra points (more than normally predicted). Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

X Team to win a set Offered Selections Predict whether team X will win a set. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Total Sets Over / Under Offered Selections Predict the total number of sets. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Outrights
Winner (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the winner of the tournamen or the event. In case of a tie, the dead heat rule applies. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Place (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict if the contestant(s) will finish in the top X places. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Straight Forecast (Winner of the 

specific event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the winner and the finalist of the event. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Finalists (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the finalists (1st and 2nd, not by finishing position) of the event Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

To Qualify (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict which contestant will qualify or/and in what stage of the event. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Futsal
Result
3-Way Odds (1X2) 1: home team wins

X: draw

2: away team wins

Predict the final result of the regular time of the match. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half - 3-Way Odds 1: home team wins

X: draw

2: away team wins

Predict the result of the Xth half. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Double Chance 1Χ: home team wins or draw

12: home team wins or away team wins

Χ2: away team wins or draw

Predict the result of the regular time by using a selection which includes 2 different 

outcomes.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Draw No Bet 1: home team wins

2: away team wins

Predict the result of the regular time. In case of a draw the selections for the specific bet will 

be considered as void and returned (if single bet) or calculated with odds 1.00 (if system or 

multibet).

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Handicap Bets
3-Way - Handicap Odds (0:1, 1:0, 2:0, 0:2)

1: home team wins

X: draw

2: away team wins

Predict the final result of the regular time, after you take into consideration the handicap 

spread in favor of one of the two teams.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Goals
Totals Under: less than X goals will be scored

Over: more than X goals will be scored

Predict if less or more than X goals will be scored in the regular time of the match. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000
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Xth Half - Totals Under: less than X goals will be scored

Over: more than X goals will be scored

Predict if less or more than X goals will be scored in the Xth half. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half - Totals (Extra Selections) Under: less than X goals will be scored

Over: more than X goals will be scored

Predict if less or more than X goals will be scored in the Χth half. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Total Goals Home Team 0-1: home team to score 0 to 1 goals

2-3: home team to score 2 to 3 goals

4-5: home team to score 4 to 5 goals

6+: home team to score 6 or more goals

Predict how many goals the home team will score in the regular time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Total Goals Away Team 0-1: away team to score 0 to 1 goals

2-3: away team to score 2 to 3 goals

4-5: away team to score 4 to 5 goals

6+: away team to score 6 or more goals

Predict how many goals the away team will score in the regular time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Correct Score All possible correct scores from 0:0 to 19:19 Predict the exact score of the regular time of the match. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half - Correct Score All possible correct scores for the Xth half from 0:0 to 19:19 Predict the exact score of the Xth half. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Next Goal 1: the next goal will be scored by the home team

No goal: no goal will be scored

2: the next goal will be scored by the away team

Predict which team will score the next goal In the regular time of the match. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half - Next Goal 1: the next goal will be scored by the home team

No goal: no goal will be scored

2: the next goal will be scored by the away team

Predict which team will score the next goal in the Xth half. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Odd/Even Goals Odd: odd number of goals

Even: even number of goals

Predict if the number of goals scored in the regular time will be odd or even. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Other Special Bets
Team to Win The Rest of The 

Match (Χ:X)

1: home team wins the rest

X: the rest is draw

2: away team wins the rest

Predict which team will win the rest of the regular time, considering that the score at that 

moment is 0:0.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Team to Win The Rest of The Xth 

Half (Χ:X)

1: home team wins the rest of the Xth half

X: the result of the Xth halfr is draw

2: away team wins the rest of the Xth half

Predict which team will win the rest of the Xth half, considering that the score at that 

moment is 0:0.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Both Teams To Score Yes: both teams will score

No: at least one of the teams will not score

Predict if both teams will score or at least one of the teams will not score in the regular time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Outrights
Winner (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the winner of the tournamen or the event. In case of a tie, the dead heat rule applies. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Place (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict if the contestant(s) will finish in the top X places. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Straight Forecast (Winner of the 

specific event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the winner and the finalist of the event. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Finalists (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the finalists (1st and 2nd, not by finishing position) of the event Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

To Qualify (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict which contestant will qualify or/and in what stage of the event. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

MOTOR 

SPORTS

Outrights
Winner Of The Race Driver Predict which driver will win the race. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Finish In Top X Driver Predict which driver will finish in the top X positions of the race. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Fastest Lap Driver Predict which driver will manage the fastest lap. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Qualifying Winner Driver Predict which driver will win the qualifiers. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Qualifying Finish In Top X Driver Predict which driver will finish in top X positions of the qualifying race. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Head to Head 1: Driver A finishes in the best position 

2: Driver B finishes in the best position

Predict which of the drivers will finish in the best position. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

GENERAL RULES:

R1. All the bets are paid according to the official place on podium and whatever changes are implemented thereafter due to, for example, punishment will be ignored.  Whenever there 

are no podium places all winnings will be paid according to the Federation Internationale de L'Automobile (FIA) for Formula 1, FIM and other official federations of regulations. These 

rules cover F1, MotoGP, German DTM, WTTC, Superbike, Supersport and Trial.

R2. Bets are valid even when the contestant has not taken part in the race. The race is considered to have started with the beginning of lap formation. If a race stops and restarts all bets 

are valid even if there is a change in positioning.
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BADMINTON

Result
2-Way Odds 1: player 1 wins

2: player 2 wins

Predict which player will win the match. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Handicap Bets
Handicap 1: player 1 wins

2: player 2 wins

Predict who will win the match, after the game handicap is applied in favor of one of the 

players. 

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Asian Handicap 1: player 1 wins

2: player 2 wins

Predict who will win the match, after the game handicap is applied in favor of one of the 

players. 

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Χth Set - Asian Handicap 1: player 1 wins

2: player 2 wins

Predict who will win the Xth set, after the game handicap is applied in favor of one of the 

players. 

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Sets / Points
Totals Under: less than X points

Over: less than X points

Predict if less or more than X points will be scored in the match. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Set - Totals Under: less than X points

Over: more than X points

Predict if less or more than X points will be scored in the Xth set. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Set - Who Scores The Xth 

Point

1: player 1

2: player 2

Predict which player will score the Xth point in set X. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Set - Who Wins Race to X 

Points

1: player 1

2: player 2

Predict which player will first reach X points in set X. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Total Number Of Sets (Best Of 3) 2 sets

3 sets

Predict the total number of sets in the match. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Correct Score (Best Of 3 Sets) Select from the following options:

2:0, 2:1, 0:2, 1:2

Predict the exact score of the sets of the match. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Set – Winner 1: player 1 wins

2: player 2 wins

Predict which player will win the Xth set. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Who Wins Set X 1: player 1 wins

2: player 2 wins

Predict which player will win the Xth set. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

How Many Sets Will Exceed Score 

Limit (Best Of 5)

0: no set

1: 1 set

2: 2 sets

3: 3 sets

4: 4 sets

5: 5 sets

Predict how many sets will exceed the score limit (the score limit is exceeded when the 

winner scores more than 21 points in that set).

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Set - Odd/Even Odd: odd number of points

Even: even number of points

Predict if the number of points scored in the Xth set will be odd or even. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Outrights
Winner (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the winner of the tournamen or the event. In case of a tie, the dead heat rule applies. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Place (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict if the contestant(s) will finish in the top X places. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Straight Forecast (Winner of the 

specific event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the winner and the finalist of the event. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Finalists (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the finalists (1st and 2nd, not by finishing position) of the event Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

To Qualify (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict which contestant will qualify or/and in what stage of the event. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

BASEBALL
Result
Winner (incl. Extra Innings) Offered Selections Predict which team will win the match. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Handicap (incl. Extra Innings) Offered Selections Predict the final result after taking into account the handicap (lead) in favor of one of the 2 

teams (including extra innings).

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

GENERAL RULES:

1. In tennis, badminton, snooker, golf, and darts, in case of 2 players playing against other 2 players, the references "player 1" and "player 2" should be perceived as "players 1" and 

"players 2" etc.
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Χ Inning - 1x2 Offered Selections Predict which team will win the H inning. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Innings Χ to Υ - 1x2 Offered Selections Predict which team will be the winner between X and Y innings. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Innings Χ to Υ - Handicap Offered Selections Predict the final score between X and Y innings, after taking into account the handicap 

(lead) in favor of one of the 2 teams

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

X Total (incl. Extra Innings) Offered Selections Predict whether X teams will score less or more than X runs (including extra innings). Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Winner & Total (incl. Extra 

Innings)

Offered Selections Predict the winning team and whether the total score will be less than or more than X points 

(including extra innings).

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Points
Total (incl. Extra Innings) Offered Selections Predict whether the game will score fewer or more than X runs (including extra innings). Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Χ Inning - Total Offered Selections Predict whether less than or more than X runs will be scored in the X inning. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Innings Χ to Υ - Total Offered Selections Predict whether fewer or more than X runs will be scored between X and Y innings. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Odd/Even (incl. Extra Innings) Offered Selections Predict whether the total runs will be an odd or even number (including extra innings). Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Ιnning - total Offered Selections Predict whether there will be fewer or more innings scored in the match Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Outrights
Winner (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the winner of the tournamen or the event. In case of a tie, the dead heat rule applies. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Place (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict if the contestant(s) will finish in the top X places. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Straight Forecast (Winner of the 

specific event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the winner and the finalist of the event. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Finalists (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the finalists (1st and 2nd, not by finishing position) of the event Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

To Qualify (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict which contestant will qualify or/and in what stage of the event. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

AMERICAN 

FOOTBALL
Result
2-Way Odds Offered Selections Predict which team will win the game. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

3-Way Odds Offered Selections Predict which team will win the game. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Handicap (incl. overtime) Offered Selections Predict the final result including extra time, after taking into account the handicap (head) in 

favor of one of the 2 teams.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

X Half - Handicap Offered Selections Predict the final result of X half, after taking into account the handicap (lead) in favor of one 

of the 2 teams.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

X Quarter - Handicap Offered Selections Predict the final result of X period, after taking into account the handicap (head) in favor of 

one of the 2 teams.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Halftime/Fulltime Offered Selections Predict the 1st half result and the final result together in the same bet option. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Draw No Bet Offered Selections Predict the final result of the match. In the event of a tie the selections for that bet are 

considered void and returned or counted as 1.00 (unit) if part of a combination bet.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

X Half - 3-Way Odds Offered Selections Predict which team will win the X half. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

X Half - Draw no Bet Offered Selections Predict the final result of X half. In the event of a tie the selections for that bet are 

considered void and returned or counted as 1.00 (unit) if part of a combination bet.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

X Quarter - 3-Way Odds Offered Selections Predict which team will win X period. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

X Quarter - Draw no Bet Offered Selections Predict the final result of X period. In the event of a tie the selections for that bet are 

considered void and returned or counted as 1.00 (unit) if part of a combination bet.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Goals
Totals Offered Selections Predict if less or more than X goals will be scored in the regular time of the game. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000
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Totals X Team Offered Selections Predict whether there will be fewer or more than X goals scored by X team in regular time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

X Half - Totals Offered Selections Predict if there will be less or more than X goals in X half. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

X half - Χ Team Odd / Even Offered Selections Predict whether X team's total goals in X half of the match will be odd or even. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

X Quarter - Totals Offered Selections Predict if there will be less or more than X goals in X periods. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Highest Scoring Quarter Offered Selections Predict in which period the most goals will be scored. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

X Odd / Even Offered Selections Predict whether team X's goal total will be an odd or even number. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

X Odd / Even (incl. overtime) Offered Selections Predict whether team X's total goals will be odd or even (including extra time). Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Odd / Even Offered Selections Predict whether the total number of goals will be an odd or even number. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Odd / Even (incl. overtime) Offered Selections Predict whether the total number of goals will be an odd or even number (incl. overtime). Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

X Half - Odd / Even Offered Selections Predict whether the total number of goals in the X half of the match will be odd or even. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Outrights
Winner (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the winner of the tournamen or the event. In case of a tie, the dead heat rule applies. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Place (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict if the contestant(s) will finish in the top X places. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Straight Forecast (Winner of the 

specific event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the winner and the finalist of the event. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Finalists (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the finalists (1st and 2nd, not by finishing position) of the event Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

To Qualify (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict which contestant will qualify or/and in what stage of the event. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

BEACH 

SOCCER
Result
3-Way Odds 1: home team wins

X: draw

2: away team wins

Predict the final result of the regular time of the match. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Double Chance 1Χ: home team wins or draw

12: home team wins or away team wins

Χ2: away team wins or draw

Predict the result of the regular time by using a selection which includes 2 different 

outcomes.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Goals
Totals Under: less than X goals

Over: more than X goals

Predict if less or more than X goals will be scored in the regular time of the match. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Outrights
Winner (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the winner of the tournamen or the event. In case of a tie, the dead heat rule applies. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Place (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict if the contestant(s) will finish in the top X places. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Straight Forecast (Winner of the 

specific event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the winner and the finalist of the event. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Finalists (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the finalists (1st and 2nd, not by finishing position) of the event Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

To Qualify (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict which contestant will qualify or/and in what stage of the event. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

SNOOKER
Result
2-Way Odds 1: player 1 wins

2: player 2 wins

Predict who wins the game. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

GENERAL RULES:

1. In tennis, badminton, snooker, golf, and darts, in case of 2 players playing against other 2 players, the references "player 1" and "player 2" should be perceived as "players 1" and 

"players 2" etc.
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Outrights
Winner (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the winner of the tournamen or the event. In case of a tie, the dead heat rule applies. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Place (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict if the contestant(s) will finish in the top X places. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Straight Forecast (Winner of the 

specific event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the winner and the finalist of the event. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Finalists (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the finalists (1st and 2nd, not by finishing position) of the event Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

To Qualify (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict which contestant will qualify or/and in what stage of the event. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

GOLF

Result
2-Way Odds 1: player 1 wins

2: player 2 wins

Predict the final result of the match. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

3-Way Odds 1: player 1 wins

X: Draw

2: player 2 wins

Predict the final result of the match. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Double Chance 1Χ: player 1 wins or draw

12: player 1 wins or player 2 wins

Χ2: player 2 wins or draw

Predict the result of the regular time by using a selection which includes 2 different 

outcomes.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Outrights
Winner (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the winner of the tournamen or the event. In case of a tie, the dead heat rule applies. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Place (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict if the contestant(s) will finish in the top X places. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Straight Forecast (Winner of the 

specific event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the winner and the finalist of the event. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Finalists (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the finalists (1st and 2nd, not by finishing position) of the event Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

To Qualify (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict which contestant will qualify or/and in what stage of the event. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

BOXING
Result
2-Way Odds 1: player 1 wins

2: player 2 wins

Predict who wins the game. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

3-Way Odds Offered Selections Predict the result of the match. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Total/Under/Over Offered Selections Predict whether the match will have less or more than X rounds. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Will the fight go the distance Offered Selections Predict whether the fight will be decided at the final bell. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Winner & exact rounds Offered Selections Predict the result of the match and the exact number of rounds. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Winner & round range Offered Selections Predict the result of the match and the number of rounds. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Winning method Offered Selections Predict the method the match will end. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Outrights
Winner (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the winner of the tournamen or the event. In case of a tie, the dead heat rule applies. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Place (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict if the contestant(s) will finish in the top X places. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Straight Forecast (Winner of the 

specific event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the winner and the finalist of the event. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Finalists (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the finalists (1st and 2nd, not by finishing position) of the event Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

GENERAL RULES:

1. In tennis, badminton, snooker, golf, and darts, in case of 2 players playing against other 2 players, the references "player 1" and "player 2" should be perceived as "players 1" and 

"players 2" etc.
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To Qualify (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict which contestant will qualify or/and in what stage of the event. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

DARTS
Result
2-Way Odds 1: player 1 wins

2: player 2 wins

Predict who wins the game. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

3-Way Odds Offered Selections Predict who wins the game. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Double Chance Offered Selections Predict the final result of the match using a selection that includes two different selections. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Set Handicap Offered Selections Predict the final result of the sets, after taking into account the handicap (lead) in favor of 

one of the 2 players.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Correct Set Score (best of 5 sets) Offered Selections Predict the exact score of the sets. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

First player to score a 180 Offered Selections Predict the first player to score 180 points. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Most 180s Offered Selections Predict which player will score the most 180s. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Total 180s Offered Selections Predict how many 180s the match will have. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Total 180s Player Χ Offered Selections Predict how many 180s player X will score. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Totals/Under/Over Offered Selections Predict if he will have less or more than X points Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Outrights
Winner (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the winner of the tournamen or the event. In case of a tie, the dead heat rule applies. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Place (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict if the contestant(s) will finish in the top X places. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Straight Forecast (Winner of the 

specific event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the winner and the finalist of the event. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Finalists (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the finalists (1st and 2nd, not by finishing position) of the event Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

To Qualify (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict which contestant will qualify or/and in what stage of the event. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

GENERAL RULES:

1. In tennis, badminton, snooker, golf, and darts, in case of 2 players playing against other 2 players, the references "player 1" and "player 2" should be perceived as "players 1" and 

"players 2" etc.
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CRICKET
Result
2-Way Odds (incl. super over) 1: home team wins

2: away team wins

Predict the final result of the game, including super over. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

3-Way Odds 1: home team wins

X: draw

2: away team wins

Predict the final result of the game. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

3-Way Odds (after X overs) 1: home team wins

X: draw

2: away team wins

Predict the final result of the game, excluding overtime after Χ overs. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Match winner, including super 

over

1: home team wins

2: away team wins

Predict the final result of the game, including super over. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Total runs Under X runs

Over X runs

Predict if the game will have under or over of X runs. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Runs Home Team 0-99, 100-119, 120-129, 130-139, 140-149, 150-159, 160-169, 170-189, 190+ or any other Predict Home Team's runs. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Runs Away Team 0-99, 100-119, 120-129, 130-139, 140-149, 150-159, 160-169, 170-189, 190+ or any other Predict Away Team's runs. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Total runs Home Team Under X runs

Over X runs

Predict if the Home Team will have under or over of X runs. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Total runs Away Team Under X runs

Over X runs

Predict if the Away Team will have under or over of X runs. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Odd/Even Number of runs Odd 

Even

Predict if number of total runs will be odd or even. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Odd/Even number of runs Home 

Team for over X in Nth innings

Odd 

Even

Predict if number of total runs of the Home Team will be odd or even for over X in Nth 

innings

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Odd/Even number of runs Away 

Team for over X in Nth innings

Odd: odd number

Even: even number

Predict if number of total runs of the Away Team will be odd or even for over X in Nth 

innings

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Next dismissal (caught / not 

caught)

Caught, Not Caught Predict if next dismissal will be Caught or Not Caught. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Next dismissal Caught, Bowled, LBW, Run Out, Stumped, Others Predict if next dismissal will be Caught, Bowled, LBW, Run Out, Stumped or Others. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Runs Home Team after X overs 0-49, 50-59, 60-64, 65-69, 70-74, 75-79, 80-84, 85-94, 95+ ή οποιαδήποτε άλλα.	 Predict the Home Team's Runs after Χ overs. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Runs Away Team after X overs 0-49, 50-59, 60-64, 65-69, 70-74, 75-79, 80-84, 85-94, 95+ ή οποιαδήποτε άλλα. 	 Predict the Away Team's Runs after Χ overs. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Total X runs Home Team after Y 

overs

Under X runs

Over X runs

Predict the Home Team's total Χ runs after Υ overs. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Total X runs Away Team after Y 

overs

Under X runs

Over X runs

Predict the Away Team's total Χ runs after Υ overs. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Total X runs Home Team for over 

Z in Nth innings

Under X runs

Over X runs

Predict the Home Team's total Χ runs for over Ζ at Νth innings. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Total X runs Away Team for over Z 

in Nth innings

Under X runs

Over X runs

Predict the Away Team's total Χ runs for over Ζ at Νth innings. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Total X runs Home Team in Yth 

delivery of over Z in Nth innings

Under X runs

Over X runs

Predict the Home Team's total Χ runs in Yth delivery for over Ζ at Νth innings. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Total X runs Away Team in Yth 

delivery of over Z in Nth innings

Under X runs

Over X runs

Predict the Away Team's total Χ runs in Yth delivery for over Ζ at Νth innings. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Which team will lead after X overs 1: home team wins

X: draw

2: away team wins

Predict which Team will be ahead after Χ overs. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Will there be a superover? Yes                                                                                                                                         Νο Will there be a superover?. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Outrights
Winner (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the winner of the tournamen or the event. In case of a tie, the dead heat rule applies. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

GENERAL RULES:

Κ.1: Χ,Υ,Ζ, Ν  correspond to fluctuating values, eg Χ over means 1st ή 2nd over. Explanation is given in bet types offered.



Place (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict if the contestant(s) will finish in the top X places. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Straight Forecast (Winner of the 

specific event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the winner and the finalist of the event. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Finalists (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the finalists (1st and 2nd, not by finishing position) of the event Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

To Qualify (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict which contestant will qualify or/and in what stage of the event. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

RUGBY - RUGBY (UNION-

LEAGUE)

Result
3-Way Odds (1X2) 1: home team wins

X: draw

2: away team wins

Predict the result of the regular time including stoppage time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Double Chance 1Χ: home team wins or draw

12: home team wins or away team wins

Χ2: away team wins or draw

Predict the result of the regular time including stoppage time by using a selection which 

includes 2 different outcomes.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Halftime/Fulltime 1/1: first half home team wins, final result home team wins

1/X: first half home team wins, final result draw

1/2: first half home team wins, final result away team wins

X/X: first half draw, final result draw

X/1: first half draw, final result home team wins

X/2: first half draw, final result away team wins

2/2: first half away team wins, final result away team wins

2/1: first half away team wins, final result home team wins

2/X: first half away team wins, final result draw

Predict the 1st half result and final result together in the same bet. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half - 3-Way Odds  1: home team wins

X: draw

2: away team wins

Predict the result of the Xth half including stoppage time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half - Double Chance 1Χ: home team wins or draw

12: home team wins or away team wins

Χ2: away team wins or draw

Predict the result of the  Xth half including stoppage time by using a selection which 

includes 2 different outcomes.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Team To Win The Rest Of The 

Match (X:X)

1: home team wins rest of the match

X: draw rest of the match

2: away team wins rest of the match

Predict which team will win the rest of the regular time including stoppage time considering 

that for betting purposes the score at time of bet is  0-0.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Team To Win The Rest of the Xth 

Half (X:X)

1: home team wins rest of the match

X: draw rest of the match

2: away team wins rest of the match

Predict which team will win the rest of the Xth Half time including stoppage time considering 

that for betting purposes the score at time of bet is  0-0.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

 3-Way Odds + Totals X 1 & Under: home team to win and less than X points will be scored

1 & Over: home team to win and more than X points will be scored

X & Under: draw and less than X points will be scored

X & Over: draw and more than X points will be scored

2 & Under: away team to win and less than X points will be scored

2 & Over: away team to win and more than X points will be scored

Predict the result of the regular time including stoppage time combined with whether less or 

more than X points will be scored.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Handicap
Point Spread, Handicap 1: home team wins

2: away team wins

Predict the final result of the game including possible overtime, after taking into 

consideration the handicap in favor of one of the two teams.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half - Point Spread 1: home team wins

2: away team wins

Predict the result of the Xth half, after taking into consideration the handicap spread in favor 

of one of the two teams.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Points
Totals Under: less than X points

Over: more than X points

Predict if less or more than X points will be scored in the regular time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half - Totals Under: less than X points

Over: more than X points

Predict if less or more than X points will be scored in Xth half. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Odd/Even Points Odd: odd number of points

Even: even number of points 

Predict if odd or even number of points will be scored in the regular time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000



Tries
Tries 3-Way Odds (1X2) 1: Home team wins in Tries

Χ: Draw in Tries

2: Away team wins in Tries

Predict the result of the regular time in Tries including stoppage time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Tries Double Chance 1Χ: home team wins or draw

12: home team wins or away team wins

Χ2: away team wins or draw

Predict the result of the regular time in Tries including stoppage time by using a selection 

which includes 2 different outcomes.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Total Tries Under than X Tries

Over than X Tries

Predict if less or more than X Tries will be scored in the regular time including stoppage 

time.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Tries Handicap 1: home team wins

2: away team wins

Predict the result of the regular time in Tries including stoppage time after taking into 

consideration the handicap in favor of one of the two teams.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Total Tries Home Team Under than X Tries

Over than X Tries

Predict if less or more than X Tries will be scored by the Home Team in the regular time 

including stoppage time.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Total Tries Away Team Under than X Tries

Over than X Tries

Predict if less or more than X Tries will be scored by the Away Team in the regular time 

including stoppage time.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half - Tries 3-Way Odds (1X2) 1: Home team wins in Tries

Χ: Draw in Tries

2: Away team wins in Tries

Predict the result of the Xth Half in Tries including stoppage time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half - Tries Double Chance 1Χ: home team wins or draw

12: home team wins or away team wins

Χ2: away team wins or draw

Predict the result of the Xth Half time in Tries including stoppage time by using a selection 

which includes 2 different outcomes.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half - Total Tries Under than X Tries

Over than X Tries

Predict if less or more than X Tries will be scored in the Xth Half including stoppage time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half - Tries Handicap 1: home team wins

2: away team wins

Predict the result of the Xth Half in Tries including stoppage time after taking into 

consideration the handicap in favor of one of the two teams.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half - Total Tries Home Team Under than X Tries

Over than X Tries

Predict if less or more than X Tries will be scored by the Home Team in the Xth Half 

including stoppage time.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Xth Half - Total Tries Away Team Under than X Tries

Over than X Tries

Predict if less or more than X Tries will be scored by the Away Team in the Xth Half 

including stoppage time.

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Outrights
Winner (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the winner of the tournamen or the event. In case of a tie, the dead heat rule applies. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Place (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict if the contestant(s) will finish in the top X places. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Straight Forecast (Winner of the 

specific event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the winner and the finalist of the event. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Finalists (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the finalists (1st and 2nd, not by finishing position) of the event Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

To Qualify (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict which contestant will qualify or/and in what stage of the event. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

WATERPOLO
Result
2-Way Odds 1: home team wins

2: away team wins

Predict the final result of the game, including overtime. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Outrights
Winner (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the winner of the tournament or the event. In case of a tie, the dead heat rule applies. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Place (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict if the contestant(s) will finish in the top X places. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Straight Forecast (Winner of the 

specific event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the winner and the finalist of the event. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Finalists (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict the finalists (1st and 2nd, not by finishing position) of the event Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

To Qualify (Winner of the specific 

event)

Team/s - Player/s Predict which contestant will qualify or/and in what stage of the event. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

POLITICS GENERAL RULES:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     All 

betting within a given election is singles only. Accumulative bets accepted in error will be settled as singles with the stake apportioned.



Outrights
Winner Contestant Predict the winner of the tournament or the event. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Finish In Top X Contestant Predict which contestant will finish in the top X positions of the tournament or the event. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Qualifying round Winner Contestant Predict which contestant will win the qualifiers of the tournament or the event. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Qualifying round Finish In Top X Contestant Predict which contestant will finish in top X positions of the qualifying of the tournament or 

the event..

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Head to Head 1: Contestant A finishes in the best position 

2: Contestant B finishes in the best position

Predict which of the contestants will finish in the best position. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

ENTERTAINMENT

Outrights
Winner Contestant Predict the winner of the tournament or the event. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Finish In Top X Contestant Predict which contestant will finish in the top X positions of the tournament or the event. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Qualifying round Winner Contestant Predict which contestant will win the qualifiers of the tournament or the event. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Qualifying round Finish In Top X Contestant Predict which contestant will finish in top X positions of the qualifying of the tournament or 

the event..

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Head to Head 1: Contestant A finishes in the best position 

2: Contestant B finishes in the best position

Predict which of the contestants will finish in the best position. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

CHESS
Outrights
Winner Contestant Predict the winner of the tournament or the event. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Finish In Top X Contestant Predict which contestant will finish in the top X positions of the tournament or the event. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Qualifying round Winner Contestant Predict which contestant will win the qualifiers of the tournament or the event. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Qualifying round Finish In Top X Contestant Predict which contestant will finish in top X positions of the qualifying of the tournament or 

the event..

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Head to Head 1: Contestant A finishes in the best position 

2: Contestant B finishes in the best position

Predict which of the contestants will finish in the best position. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

ATHLETICS
Outrights
Winner of the race Contestant Predict the winner of the tournament or the event. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Finish In Top X Contestant Predict which contestant will finish in the top X positions of the tournament or the event. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Qualifying Winner Contestant Predict which contestant will win the qualifiers of the tournament or the event. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Qualifying Finish In Top X Contestant Predict which contestant will finish in top X positions of the qualifying of the tournament or 

the event..

Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Head to Head 1: Contestant A finishes in the best position 

2: Contestant B finishes in the best position

Predict which of the contestants will finish in the best position. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

Fastest Contestant Predict which contestant will manage the fastest time. Pre-match € 10,000 Live betting € 5,000

ΕΠΙΤΡΑΠΕΖΙΑ 

ΑΝΤΙΣΦΑΙΡΙΣΗ / 

ΠΙΓΚ ΠΟΓΚ

TABLE TENNIS / PING PONG General Rules R.1: 'Match' betting offers are based on the general principle of tournament 

progression or tournament victory depending on the phase of the competition to which the 

match refers. In the event that a match is started but not completed, all bets will be void 

unless the outcome of that market has already been determined, or there is no possible way 

in which the game and/or match could be played by its natural outcome, without 

determining the outcome of a particular market. Handicap and over/under markets require 

the completion of all scheduled sets for bets to stand except those already settled."

2-Way Odds (12) Offered Selections Predict the winner of the game. Pre-match € 5,000 Live betting € 5,000

Player To Win The Game Offered Selections Predict the winner of the game. Pre-match € 5,000 Live betting € 5,000

Total Points (Under/Over) Offered Selections Predict if there will be less or more than X points in the match. Pre-match € 5,000 Live betting € 5,000

Final Result (in Games - best of X) Offered Selections Predict the final result of the match. Pre-match € 5,000 Live betting € 5,000

GENERAL RULES:

Concerns song and talent contests, television/movie awards and reality shows. Settlement will be based on the official results. Markets will only be offered before the events begin and 

during the real time live coverage of the events, and will not be offered for events of which the result has already been settled, regardless if this is unknown to the players, or if the 

official results were not announced by the organizing authority.

GENERAL RULES:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               Outright 

Betting - All-in, compete or not. Dead-heat rules apply.

GENERAL RULES:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Non-

runner no-bet. Participants awarded gold, silver and bronze medals at the medal ceremony will be deemed 1st, 2nd and 3rd respectively for betting purposes. Bets will be void if 



Number of Games (best of X) Offered Selections Predict the number of games in the match. Pre-match € 5,000 Live betting € 5,000

Handicap Offered Selections Predict the final result after taking into account the points handicap (lead) in favor of one of 

the 2 players.

Pre-match € 5,000 Live betting € 5,000

Match Game Handicap Offered Selections Predict the final result after taking into account the game handicap (lead) in favor of one of 

the 2 players.

Pre-match € 5,000 Live betting € 5,000

Total Games Under / Over Offered Selections Predict whether there will be less or more than X games in the match. Pre-match € 5,000 Live betting € 5,000

Game X Winner Offered Selections Predict the winner of game X. Pre-match € 5,000 Live betting € 5,000

Game X Total Points Under / Over Offered Selections Predict whether there will be less or more than X points in X game. Pre-match € 5,000 Live betting € 5,000

Game X Correct Score Offered Selections Predict the correct score of game X. Pre-match € 5,000 Live betting € 5,000

Game X Handicap Offered Selections Predict the final result of game X, after taking into account the points handicap (lead) in 

favor of one of the 2 players.

Pre-match € 5,000 Live betting € 5,000

Outrights
Winner (Winner of the specific 

event)

Contestant Predict the winner of the competition or event. In case of a tie of 2 or more selections in the 

event the Dead Heat regulation applies.

Pre-match € 5,000 Live betting € 5,000

MMA MMA
Final Result 
2-Way Odds 1: Contestant 1 to win

2: Contestant 2 to win

Predict who will be the winner of the match. Pre-match € 5,000 Live betting € 5,000

Total/Under/Over Offered Selections Predict whether the match will have less or more than X rounds. Pre-match € 5,000 Live betting € 5,000

Outrights Pre-match € 5,000 Live betting € 5,000

Winner (Winner of the specific 

event)

Contestant Predict the winner of the competition or event. In case of a tie of 2 or more selections in the 

event the Dead Heat regulation applies.

Pre-match € 5,000 Live betting € 5,000

Place (Winner of the specific 

event)

Contestant Predict if the team/player will finish in the top X places. Pre-match € 5,000 Live betting € 5,000

Straight Forecast (Winner of the 

specific event)

Contestant Predict the winner and finalist of the event. Pre-match € 5,000 Live betting € 5,000

Finalists (Winner of the specific 

event)

Contestant Predict the finalists (1st and 2nd not in order of finish) of the event. Pre-match € 5,000 Live betting € 5,000

To Qualify (Winner of the specific 

event)

Contestant Predict which team/player will qualify and/or at which stage of the competition. Pre-match € 5,000 Live betting € 5,000


